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The Student Newspaper of UAH

A New "Face" on Campus

Why students should be cautious when using Facebook
"

By Delois H. Smith
Vice President for
Student Affairs

The FaceBook that
launched a thousand pro
files.
Launched in February,
2004 by Mark Zuckerberg,
a Harvard undergraduate
computer science major,
FaceBook.com has quickly
become the most popular
online website directory
connecting college stu
dents through social net
works at over 2000colleges
and universities nation
wide. According to a re
cent Chronicle of Higher
Education article, "Facing
the Facebook," January 27,
2006, FaceBook tallies 8
million users and has 250
million hits every day and
ranks ninth in overall traf
fic on the Internet. Accord
ing to Paperclip Communi
cations, a college support
network, at least 85% of
college students, age 18 24, use FaceBook with
60% of them logging on
daily.
Elizabeth Weiss Green,
in a recent U.S. News and
World Report short article,
"The Web of Social Net
working," November 14,
2005, describes FaceBook
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as being 11th of the 20 most
popular sites on the Internet.
Green states that, like cous
ins Friendster, MySpace, and
Xanga, FaceBook's social
networking allows you to
update your profile, look up
people at your school, see
who
knows
whom,
find
people in your
classes, send
cute strangers
flirtatious "mes
sages," "poke"
them (a tease message)
or reaffirm interpersonal
relationships by formally
asking people to be your
"friend." One student at
UAH touts ninety-five
"friends" from 48 different
campuses.
Although FaceBook is a
great site for social connec
tions, precaution should be
taken as you form these con
nections, create your profile
and post information.
Showing your FACE TMI (Too Much Information)
"Think about it before
you give it up." - Kevin
Mannix, Embry Riddle Uni
versity.
Revealing too much infor
mation on FaceBook, like list
ing home and cell phone
numbers, home and/or resi
dence hall addresses and

_

_

.

.

clubs and organizations you
belong to can have detrimen
tal consequences. Posting
such information could lead
to identity theft, unwanted
personal contact, and even
stalking. Future employment
can also be affected by what
is written on a
personal profile.
Use common
sense; personal
safety should be
your first priority.
Don't list per
sonal
phone
numbers and addresses
if you don't want strang
ers to know them and
you should disregard
emails sent to you by
people you don't know.
What you write on your pro
file and how you write it can
project an unintended bad im
age about you, your family,
UAH and present a bad first
impression tofuture employ
ers.
Just as you can browse
other FaceBook profiles by
putting in specific param
eters, your personal informa
tion can be accessed by any
one, and you don't know
who is looking at your pro
file. Therefore, edit, restrict
and protect your private in
formation. Officials at
Brandeis University, as well,

4.:
I
cautioned
students about
giving out too much in
formation. Some general
guidelines to follow:
•Be aware of thescope
of the web. Even secure
sites can be hacked, so
your information may be
open to the public.
•Create passwords
that others can't easily
figure out Use complex
alphanumeric passwords,
unrelated to any of the in
formation you have al
ready posted (e.g., not
your birthday).
•Consider posting
only information already
available in the public do
main. Just because there
is a field on the site doesn't
mean you have to popu
late it or fill it in. True
"friends" can always
email you to ask for more
contact information.
•Post general rather
than specific information.
For example:
oBirthday - Sept. 19
(leave out the year).
oAddress - Huntsville, Alabama (leave off
name of residence hall or
address).
oDon't post informa
tion such as phone num
ber, address,social secu-

Grad Finale a
Can't Miss Event

FACEBOOK on page14

By Tanisha R. Roe
Staff Writer

Grad Finale took place
Monday, February 27 from 2
to 7 p.m. and Tuesday, Feb
ruary 28, from 11 to 4 p.m. in
the University Center Exhibit
Hall. The event, held annu
ally, assists students in pre
paring for spring commence
ment ceremonies.
Representatives from nu
merous offices and depart
ments were available to aid
both undergraduate and
graduate degree candidates
with the numerous aspects of
graduation.
The Office of the Vice
President for Student Affairs
discussed Commencement,
scheduled for Sunday, May
14,2006, at 2 p.m. at the Von
Braun Center.
The Office of the Regis
trar also answered questions
regarding the completion of
degree requirements, honors,
diplomas, and transcripts.
The UAH Graduate
School worked diligently with
graduating master and doc
toral students. They also pro
vided information about
UAH graduate programs and
how to enroll in them.
Financial Aid was on hand
as well to answer questions

regarding financial concerns
such as student loan repay
ment and how to finance
graduate school.
Career Services answered
questions about job search
assistance involving resume
referrals and interview op
portunities.
In order to participate in
graduation ceremonies, stu
dents must inform the Office
of the Registrar well in ad
vance of the ceremony.
Those not attending one of
the optional Grad Finale dates
will receive a notification and
reply card in the mail which
can be used to indicate their
participation.
The University Book
store does however carry the
same commencement items
available at Grad Finale.This
includes caps, gowns, tas
sels, class rings, announce
ments, and invitations. The
last day to purchase cer
emony apparel is May 10.
UAH Honor Cords for eli
gible undergraduates are pro
vided by the University and
distributed at the ceremony
during the robing process.
You can also visit the Jostens
website at www.iostens.com
to order stationary products
and class rings.

GRAD on page14

SGATown Hall Meeting Provides Forum for Concerns
Rv *sp;in Knloi

what students
students like
like and
what
and disdis
like,
what
they'd
change
or
Staff Writer
improve, and what they'd like
Wednesday, February 22, to see happen in the next
the SGA hosted the Town year. This way, the SGA can
Hall meeting, an annual event organize its meetings and re
where student concerns are ally set the agenda."
Campus Affairs Chair,
heard by some of the most
Joshua Jones, facilitated the
influential people at UAH.
"There are only about fifty meeting. The first order of
SGA members and several business pertained to
thousand students. We want "Charger Cards," the com
to know exactly what the stu mon name for the University
dent body wants," said SGA student identification cards
President, Ryan Schueler, in that can function as a limited
an interview the preceding debit card on campus for
Friday. "We want to know thjpgs ranging from food to

By Sean Kaloi

copying machines. Jones and
senior administrators dis
cussed the precise nature of
Charger Card operations stat
ing that a student's choice of
charger account type is the
only real influence that can
be exercised over the cards.
Otherwise, the federal gov
ernment has the most say as
to how the money is allocated
and spent. The main griev
ance was over the $800 meal
plan requirement for fresh
man. Many find this exces
sive, but the SGA stated that
parental concerns for first-

year students justify the
hefty charge. On a positive
note, the SGA is looking into
expanding the use of the card
on and off campus by draw
ing contracts with large cor
porations like Wal-Mart or
Target. There is also a possi
bility of arranging additional
smaller contracts with more
food services and pharmacies
for late night and last-minute
necessities.
During the discussion of
food services, the cafeteria
was mentioned as well. Al
ways on the University's

SGA on page4
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Editorial

nicknamed "the Dungeon
Dungeon"
mcknamed''the
Though there has been a
consistent and large consen
sus that something must be
done to "jazz up" the dun
geon with games, music, or
even decor, the lack of ur
gency in game room remod
eling has understandably put
it down on the list so far.
However, both SGAmembers
and students in attendance
expressed avid excitement
during the discussion. No
table ideas suggested in
cluded LAN capable gaming

Sports

News

Index
News..

"needs improvement"
list,
"needs
improvement" fist,
another small addition is on
the way. Predicted to be op
erational toward the end of
spring semester, internet
menus will allow students
that appreciate a few specific
Sodexho meals, or curious
ones who want to start out
with a particular dish, to plan
meals around both schedules
and tastes. Other cafe discus
sion included food choices
and possible franchises.
Food eventually led to fun
and one topic of widespread
interest was the game room,

13
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SGA House and Executive Elections to Come
President," said Schueler.
The greatest advice that he
offers the next president is to
"keep
the students in the
The deadline for applica
forefront
of your mind be
tions for the upcoming Stu
cause
they
are the reason
dent Government Associa
we're
here.
This
isn't for per
tion (SGA) House of Repre
sonal
gain
or
a
resume
filler.
sentatives and Executive elec
You
have
to
have
a
true
pas
tions has passed, but it is still
sion
for
the
students."
a good time to be aware of
The Executive Vice Presi
what students will be voting
dent,
chosen as a running
on come March 15,2006.
mate
of
the President, serves
The Executive positions
as
the
presiding
officer over
of the SGA up for election
the
SGA
Senate and its meet
include President and Execu
tive VicePresident. The Presi ings. The Vice President also
dent of the SGA holds many maintains a close relationship
responsibilities in addition to with the Speaker of the
presiding over the SGA. The House of Representatives in
SGA President represents the order to organize Assembly
entire UAH student body at activities.
The House of Represen
all public and school events
as deemed necessary by the tatives is composed of 35
University. He/she is also re members; representing every
sponsible for sitting in on college at UAH. It primarily
many board and committee deals with short-term goals of
meetings such as the Publi the SGA like its recent legis
cations Board and the Fresh lation, adding better handi
cap parking for the Nursing
man Experience Committee.
Exiting SGA President, Building. The House also
Ryan Schueler, has enjoyed approves funding requests
his time working on behalf of from clubs and organizations
the student body at UAH. seeking money to help stage
"Getting to represent the stu events.
On February 13, Samuel
dents and work hard for them
Parks,
Sophomore Senator
has been one of my proudest
and
Rules
and Revisions
accomplishments as the SGA

By Tanisha R. Roe
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By Barbie Czura

Sigma Nu
The annual Sigma Nu Mardi Gras Party
was last Friday night at the house. Thanks
to all who came out and helped the Sigma
Nu's celebrate. Brothers, Tye Abell, Wayne
Craft, Frog Hinton, Adam Christiansen, and
Dane Schoonover, attended a LEAD Insti
tute last Saturday at the University of Ken
tucky and had a blast.

Pikes
A huge round of applause goes out to
the Pikes for doing such a great job in bas
ketball this past weekend. They defeated
the Delta Chi's, 48-13, Sunday afternoon.
Delta Zeta
The Delta Zeta ladies are getting every
thing together for their upcoming Golf
Tournament! It is going to be held on April
22nd! They are hoping for a lot of partici
pation so please contact Jessica Girard
(girardj@uah.edu) if you are interested in
playing or buying a t-shirt. Contributions
will go to benefit the Alabama Institute of
the Deaf and Blind, Chaffee Elementary
School's Speech and Hearing Impaired
Class and the Sound Beginning
Program. The ladies are also looking for
ward to Parent's Day coming up. It is al
ways a blast for the girls to show off all
their accomplishments and spend time with
their loved ones.

Staff Writer

I III portant Dates and Deadlines:
Feb. 27 - Beginning of Candidacy
Period.
Feb. 27 - SGA Assembly Meeting:

*

March 6 - Presidential Debate.
March 14- End of Candidacy
Period,
March 15 & 16 - Spring 2006
:
' -r I't O!
Election results: UC 131 (PIT).
1:00 pm.

Committee Chair, sponsored
a bill reapportioning the
seats in the House of Repre
sentatives. According to
Parks, "Under the Constitu
tion of the SGA, it is the re
sponsibility of the Senate to
annually reapportion the
seats in the House using the
'final spring enrollment fig
ures' for the semester in
which the election is to be
held." This means that each
college at UAH would have
equal representation in the
House, designated by the
size of the college in relationship to the entire student
body. Essentially, House rep-

Delta Chi
This past week has definitely been a
good one for Delta Chi. Their annual Pirate
Party was held on February 18 and went
off without a hitch. Even though it was
rainy and cold, there was a good turnout. If
you have any questions about upcoming
events, ask a brother for details or you can
visit our website at www.detlachi-hsv.com.

DO YOU HAVE AN

Elizabeth Gezing

Pat Underwood

Sophomore, Business Managemant

Junior, Business Management

"My favorite moment was Apolo
Anton Ohno taking home three med
als."

"Shaun White going big for half
pipe gold. 1080 what?"

Hafida Belkhair

Courtney Evans

Senior, Political Science

Senior, Political Science/Psycholoqy/
Philosophy

OPINION ABOUT THIS
WEEK'S ACROSS
THE CAMPUS?

Vote online
www.uahexponent.com

"My favorite moment was the Moroci Hicham El Gerrouj taking gold med-

"Honey, it's an election year...1 WISH
I had time to see ANY of the Olympics."

________

resentation is proportionate
to the enrollment of the col
lege.
Based on the figures Parks
proposed, the Senate voted
that the numbers remain as
they currently are with Admin
istrative Science and Liberal
Arts at seven seats a piece,
Engineering with eleven
seats, Science with six seats,
and Nursing with four seats.
Undeclared students are nei
ther counted in the enrollment
figures nor represented. Cur
rently, the House has an ad
equate amount of legislators
in the colleges of Engineer
ing and Science but only three
legislators in Administrative
Science and one sole legisla
tor in the colleges of Nursing
and Liberal Arts.
The House of Representa
tives greatly needs students
to lend their voice to UAH's
Student Government Asso
ciation. If you missed the
deadline for this year's elec
tions, you have a full year to
organize your campaign, at
tend assembly meetings, and
put your knowledge to use in
applying for the House in
spring 2007. Every single stu
dent can make a difference.
The Presidential Debate
will be held March 6, and elec
tions will take place on March
15 and 16. For more informa
tion on election activities or
to find out how to become
more involved in student government, visit the SGA
website at http://sga.uah.edu/
, or stop by the SGA office in
University Center 106.

The Exponent

SAEA Presents "I Can Do It" Worksho
By Tanisha R. Roe
Staff Writer
On February 24, the Stu
dent Alabama Education As
sociation (SAEA) held its
second annual workshop, "I
Can Do It: Classroom Man
agement Training", in
Morton Hall 124. The SAEA
is a pre-professional organi
zation composed of educa
tion majors and is adminis
tered under the National Edu
cation Association, the larg
est and most powerful teach
ers association in the coun
try.
Club Advisor, Assistant
Professor of Education, Dr.
Monica L. Dillihunt, and the
SAEA officers were instru
mental in developing the "I
Can Do It" Workshop two
years ago. "We called the
state organization and they
have different workshops

available for colleges and
universities. We chose what
we thought would be the
most beneficial workshop to
education majors," said
Dillihunt. The department
polls its students at the be
ginning of each semester to
find out what they want to
know more about, and class
room management usually
ranks at the top of the list. It
is "the foundation.. .the piece
that can make or break a
teacher. If they don't have
proper rules and procedures
for class, then everything
falls apart," said Dillihunt.
The SAEA enlisted the
expertise of speaker, Gloria
Gentry, at the conception of
the "I Can Do It" Workshop.
Gentry teaches first grade at
Westhills Elementary School
in Bessemer, Alabama. She
has been teaching for almost
25 years and holds a Masters

Staff Writer
UAH Theater will present

The Glass Menagerie Friday,
March 3at 7:30 p.m. and Sat
urday March 4, at both 2 and
7:30 p.m. in the Chan Audito
rium of the Administrative
Science Building. A donation
of $5 per student ticket and
$10 per adult ticket is sug
gested. All seats are general
admission, and tickets can be
purchased in advance at the
University Center Information
Desk.

The Glass Menagerie,
written by great American
playwright, Tennessee Will
iams, is only the second
staged University production
since the return of the the
ater program after a twenty
year absence. The talented
cast headlined by Jason

2nd annual "I Can Do It" Workshop. Pictured from right to
left: Amy Carlson, Kristin Fabick, Dr. Monica L. Dillihunt,
Gloria Gentry, Caroline Day, and Jessica Spinosa

in Early Childhood Educa
tion, as well an Administra
tion Certificate from UAB.
Westhills Elementary is listed
as one of the top schools in
Alabama according to the
website GreatSchools.net.
At the event, not only did
Gentry present helpful infor
mation, but she fielded ques
tions from the attendees rang
ing from how to deal with

autistic children, to ways to
reward students for exhibit
ing positive behavior. "They
need to be rewarded! Most
of the time, they don't get this
kind of positive reinforce
ment at home," said Gentry.
For this reason, she advised
the group of ways to utilize
resources in the community
to provide their future stu-

SAEA on page 14

Pittman (Tom Wingfield) has
spent the past several
months in preparation. Costars, Crickett Petty (Amanda
BY TENNESSEE)
Wingfield),
Aleisha
Boodoian (Laura Wingfield),
and Jeff Graham (Jim
. . .J)'
O'Connor), will be support
ing him as he stars in his first
leading role. According to
FRIDAY, MARCH 3RD 7:30PM
Assistant Director, Jennifer
SATURDAY, MARCH 4TH 2:O0FM
Rainwater, he will bring the
AND 7:36PM
vitality only found in fresh
young actors and actresses.
CHAN AUDITORIUM, UAH
She cited an instance where
she was "brought to tears by
STUDENTS $5.00
the sheer passion," that his
ADULTS $10.00
performance evokes.
om
° m
o
^
*SUSOESFEO
DONATION
Set in 1930s St. Louis, The o
•RKH.
Glass Menagerie shows us
Tom's reflections on events between his devotion to (Tom's loving but overbear
in his past, especially those them and ambition for self. ing mother), and Laura
depicting his relationship The Wingfield household (Tom's shy and somewhat
with his family. The audience consists of an abandoned neurotic sister). Since the
is able to relate to and even trio: Tom (a poetic shoe- time they were deserted by
feel his emotional struggle manufacturer), Amanda
MENAGERXEonpagel4

Chair, Department of
Music
Ten years ago I was
teaching music at a K-12 pri
vate school in the U.S. Virgin
Islands. That was the year I
realized that music is prob
ably the only subject that
middle school students be
lieve they know more about
than their teachers. Middle
school students might hate
their math, science, or history
classes, and they may think
the teachers are complete idi
ots, but they don't believe
they know more about math,
science, or history than the
teacher does.
In music class, the educa
tional world seems upside
down to them. The day they

first realized that I was a mu
sical fraud was the day the
students rushed into my
class and screamed, "They
shot Tupac!" I should have
known better than to ask
"Tupac who?" Of course,
things got even worse a
couple of days later when
they told me Tupac Shakur
was really still alive, hiding
out somewhere in South
America. I couldn't help ask
ing if he and Elvis had started
a band.
Why do we study music
in schools? Isn't it enough
to know what you like? Why
is it important to know any
thing
about
Bach,
Beethoven, or Dizzy
Gillespie? Who cares what a
fugue is? They never play a
fugue on my radio station, do

By Ladan Abdollahi

A native of Bethesda,
Maryland, Dr. Bruce Stallsmith
began teaching full-time at
UAH in August 1999 in the Bi
ology Department. He teaches
Principles
of
Biology,
Organismal
Biology,
Verterbrate Zoology, and Ver
tebrate Reproduction. I re
cently sat down with him for
an interview to learn about his
life before UAH.

The Liberal Arts and You: Music
By Don Bowyer, D.A.

The Inside Scoop
Professor Bruce Stallsmith

UAH Theater To
Present Second
Production
By Sean Kaloi

2 March - 8 March 3

they? And why can't they
make up their minds about
who wrote which sym
phony? If Haydn wrote more
than a hundred of them and
Mozart wrote more thanforty,
how did Beethoven write the
Ninth Symphony after they
were both dead?
Why teach someone to
be a musician? If someone
wants to be a musician, all he
or she really needs to do is
learn a couple of chords and
swear a lot. Good looks and
a choreographer wouldn't
hurt, but music schools
don't teach those things.
Speaking of music
schools, why would anyone
choose music as a college
major? Hardly anyone makes
a living playing piano or trum
pet anymore. What else can

you do with a music degree,
other than teach?
The answer to that final
question is probably the easi
est to provide. Music majors
at UAH earn a Liberal Arts
degree, which qualifies them
for numerous music and nonmusic careers. Specifically,
UAH music graduates are
currently pursuing careers in
music performance, music
education, retail music, arts
administration,
music
therapy, software engineer
ing, recording engineering,
church music, radio, banking,
insurance, etc.
I should also point out
that I receive at least one con
tact a month from a working
adult who did not pursue a
music degree and now

MUSIC on page15

LA: Where did you attend high school and
what year did you graduate?
BS: I attended Walter Johnson High School
in Bethesda, Maryland, which was named after
the Washington Senators pitcher, and I gradu
ated from there in 1972.
LA: What universities did you attend for
your undergraduate and graduate studies?
BS: I earned my bachelor's degree in Eco
nomics from Boston University in 1976.1went to
the University of Massachusetts Boston for
graduate school. I received my master's degree
in Biology in 1991 and my doctorate degree in
Environmental Sciences in 1995.
LA: There is a big gap between the time you
went to school for your undergraduate and
graduate degrees. What did you do during that
time?
BS: I ran a graphic design company from
1978 to 1989.
LA: What made you stop working in graphic
design and move towards a career in science?
BS: The graphics industry began changing.
Personal computers became more available,
which lead to a decrease in business. I became
involved in the Boston Harbor cleanup with the
Massachusetts Audubon Society. I'd been in
terested in fish keeping and aquatic biology since
I was in elementary school, and in the 1980's my
interests ran back in that direction. I monitored
water quality in Boston Harbor as part of a project
designed to establish a baseline before all of the
new water treatment plants went online. Volun
teer teams would go out weekly on a high tide to
measure dissolved oxygen, temperature, and tur
bidity at various sites around the harbor. I hope
someone is using that database today now that
new plants are on-line!
LA: What made you want to go into teach
ing?
BS: I did not think about teaching in grad
school; I thought about being a government sci
entist. I taught as a graduate student, and teach
ing ended up being something I liked and seemed
to be good at so I kept doing it.
LA: If you could teach any other subject,
what would that subject be?
BS: I would teach American History, espe
cially the time period between the Civil War and
1922. My undergrad minor is in History, and I'm
just fascinated by it.
LA: What is your favorite thing about UAH?
BS: I get to meet a lot of different people,
which is great. Since all students have to take
two science courses, I get students from so many
various disciplines in my classes. Having that
diversity is nice.
LA: If you could teach at any other institu
tion, what would that school be?
BS: I would either teach at a specialized
aquatic sciences school or a fine arts school. At
an aquatics school, I could focus on specific in
terests. The ambience at art school is interest
ing, and the students there have really interest
ing ways of thinking.
LA: If you could have a career in any other
field, what would that career be?
BS: I still miss graphic design, so maybe I
would go back to that. Otherwise, I would start
as an art bum with my wife.
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Mom's Now Offers Additional Options: Pizza & Wings
By John Michael
Hampton
Staff Writer
Mom's Cafe, home of
Jazzman's and Freshens,
now has expanded its food
choices, now offering hot
wings and pizza.
Joe Fox, Executive Chef of
Sodexho operations in the
University Center, explained
the choices available.
"Mom's has been offering
whole pizzas and hot wings
for the last couple of weeks.
The whole pizzas are priced
at $6.75 for a 14 inch large
pizza. Pizzas offered are
cheese, pepperoni, and veg

etable for take out or eat in if
you are really hungry. Hot
wings are sold at $6.50 for 10
wings and served with
Ranch or Blue Cheese sauce.
And now we have received
our pizza display unit, so we
are offering pizza by the slice
at $1.69 each."
Students can take advan
tage of the new menu items
by "calling 824-2876, or walk
in orders are fine too. It's best
to call ahead, as the whole
pizzas and hot wings are
cooked to order, and that
takes a few minutes."
According to Fox, this is
an extremely fair value. "We
surveyed prices at our local

competitors to try to make it
affordable for the students
and even be a little bit lower
priced than those competi
tors."
Students eating lunch
during a recent visit to Mom's
would not talk on the record.
However, there were mixed
reactions to the new pizza
and wings. Some students
were very pleased with the
new selections and stated
that they would order those
selections again while others
had less flattering comments
about the food and/or the
service offered.
Fox is not really sure what
else is in store for Mom's but

invited students to give their
feedback. "We haven't de
cided on anything else yet,
but suggestions are always
welcome. We are somewhat
limited for space to do too
much, but we will probably
start offering discounted
combo meal selections by
utilizing some items that we
already offer along with the
new items."
The option to purchase
food "to-go" was recently
added to Charger Cafe. Fox
expressed his thoughts on
this addition as well. "The
Buffet to go has been offered
for over three weeks and has
been welcomed by the stu

dents who utilize it. Though
there have been fewer sales
than we hoped for."
Fox also stated that there
are plans in the works to add
more variety to Charger Cafe.
"We try to keep things from
getting boring, so we will be
trying a few new things all
around in the Cafe. We just
started offering a different
wrap item each day at lunch,
and we are going to do some
upgrading on the Deli station
in the near future. We also
have some upcoming promo
tions that we haven't re
ceived information on yet,
but we will be doing more
things through the spring

semester to try to keep meal
time fresh and different." One
of these promotions involves
offering of steak and shrimp
at dinner on Valentine's Day
alongside decorating the area
to make it more romantic for
those eating there at the time.
Mom's and Charger Cafe
are offering new selections to
students at UAH with even
more variety soon to come.
Students can appreciate the
fact that food services actu
ally listen and respond to
criticism and suggestion.

"Politics of Desire"
Nationally Recognized Sociologist/
Sexologist to Give Lecture
By Sean Kaloi
Staff Writer
Pepper Schwartz, PhD, a
Professor of Sociology at the
University of Washington in
Seattle, will be speaking
Thursday, March 2 at 7 p.m.
in Roberts Recital Hall as part
of a lecture series pertaining
to sexuality, gender, and
power. Schwartz is well ac
complished both as a sociolo
gist and sexologist; she has
published numerous books,
written many scholarly ar
ticles, and has been a colum
nist in magazines and news
papers such as the New York
Times and Glamour. Her wide

array of television appear
ances includes contributions
to the Seattle news, national
news, and various documen
taries.
Although the theoretical
basis of her work is well es
tablished, Schwartz applies
her expertise toward direct,
real-world situations. For in
stance, she has been in
volved in gay marriage cases
in Hawaii, and her influence
was felt on a federal level
concerning the "Don't Ask
Don't Tell Case."She has also
received a national award for
her understanding of sexual
ity.
On a multi-university tour

Schwartz will deliver a lecture
on "The Politics of Desire."
In a long distance interview,
she further described it as a
"look at moral entrepreneurship," that is, "who wants to
decide what is sexually 'cor
rect', who [actually] gets to
decide, what determines ap
propriate sexual desire and
behavior and what does not."
Concerning what students
will gain from this experience
she stated that "they will
learn what social control is all
about." She elaborated that
our sexual lives are regulated
and mentioned the law defin
ing what is an appropriate
age gap between sexual part-

ners and how this law is en
forced as an example. Erin
Reid, Staff Assistant to the g
O
Sociology Department, de
scribed Dr. Schwartz as a pro|
lific writer and speaker who
goes out of her way to make g
the material exceptionally in- <jj.
teresting.
g
Although Schwartz has s
never spoken in Huntsville °
before, she has done so at
Auburn University and is 8
somewhat familiar with Ala- %
bamian audiences saying
she expects to be received Dr" PePPer Schwartz
with an array of liberalism and those she holds for her stuconservatism. Regardless, dent audiences around the
her wishes for Huntsville are globe. She says, "I hope to
similar (if not equivalent) to influence the thinking of

some of those students...at
the very least, I give them
some new things to think
about."

UAH Professor Leads Lecture on Plus-Size Americans
By John Michael
Hampton

UAH Communication

Arts Assistant Professor, Dr.
Julie Ferris, recently pre
sented a lecture on "Policing
Plus Size Bodies: Fatness,

Transgression, and the Me
dia." The lecture was held
February 3 at the Union
Grove Galley and was well
received by the UAH commu
nity.
According to a press re
lease sent out prior to the
event, the lecture was de
signed to "offer an under
standing of the rise of the
plus size form in contempo
rary culture from a cultural
studies and feminist perspec
tive." It went on to say that
the lecture would look at cur
rent theories demonstrating
the power of the human
body in communication and
the results, both positive and

negative, of the acceptance
of plus-size bodies in our cul
ture.
Dr. Ferris stated, "Fatness
is now a personal risk and up
to the individual to consider
and combat. If this is the
case, it is easier to abandon
social attention or discussion
of an issue that is framed as
being solely up to the indi
vidual."
She discussed with The
Exponent the fact that a re
cent statement suggests that
100% of Americans will be
considered obese by the year
2051. She explained that one
of the reasons for the mas
sive increase of obesity is tne

fact that governmental stud
ies continue to change the
criteria that determines who
is obese.
Dr. Ferris hopes that her
discussion of this issue can
lead to an increased aware
ness of it in the scholarly com
munity. "The impact is to
bring communication arts
scholarship into the discus
sion of obesity in culture."
The recent lecture in which
she presented her findings
was well received by the
UAH community. She
pointed out that, "It was a full
house. [There were] lots of
great questions after [the lec
ture]."

Although it is unlikely
that she will present this lec
ture in the same forum again,
she plans to share her find
ings at several national level
conferences this year.
Dr. Ferris noted that this
lecture was no different than
what students hear in her
everyday classes. "The theo
retical position-critical cul
tural studies-is at the core of
most classes that I teach."
This lecture was highly
enlightening as it discussed
the ramifications of positions
currently held on this topic
and the possibilities of this
facet of society in the near
future.

meeting toward building new
cross walks in dimly lit areas.
This matter was promptly
addressed, and consideration
is now being taken to locate
and provide for better safety
in those areas.
The SGA representatives

and senior administrators
seemed intent on under
standing students' griev
ances and desires. However,
with a meager turnout at best,
one can only wonder what
kind of school to expect in the
future if none are interested

in personal participation or
even public improvement.
Such matters require careful
thought, organization, and
planning, though there is no
doubt the budget has a great
deal of influence as well.

SGAfrom page 1
rooms, a classic arcade,
Dance Dance Revolution,
and skee-ball.
Not all fun and games,
Schueler was quick to remind
the assembly to be con
cerned with other matters as
well. He then directed the
Or. Julie Ferris
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UAH Research Team
Studies Storm Surges
By John Michael
Hampton

ing/prediction. SCOOP re
quires additional computing
facilities/equipment as well
Staff Writer
as advanced methodologies
Storm surges, waves re of organizing and managing
sulting from stormy weather the data products and how
that cause major problems for they are generated. Service
people living along the coast oriented architecture is being
line, are the focus of current employed to implement adis
studies at UAH.
tributed information system
Dr. Sara Graves, Director to serve the SCOOP
of the UAH Information Tech community's needs."
nology and Systems
She went on to point out
Center and principal in that other entities are coordi
vestigator of the Southeast nating with the efforts of the
ern Universities Research SCOOP research. "SURA is
Association (SURA) Coastal the coordinating entity for
Ocean Observation and Pre SCOOP. SCOOP is primarily
diction (SCOOP) Program, funded by NOAA (National
recently provided insight Oceanic and Atmospheric
about this research.
Administration) and ONR
Graves explained that (Office of Naval Research).
weather models presently in Other SCOOP partners in
use at the University can fore- clude researchers at the Gulf
cast and analyze storm of Maine Ocean Observing
surges and demonstrated the System, University of North
benefits of such models. Carolina, Texas A&M Uni
"SCOOP modeling efforts are versity, Louisiana State Uni
focused on coastal ocean versity, Virginia Institute of
models that are used to fore Marine Science, University
cast wave heights, storm of Florida, and University of
surge (inundation or water Miami. These partners are a
elevation). This information mix of coastal ocean model
is critical in extreme weather ers and information technol
situations such as hurricanes ogy (IT) researchers."
or in supporting other efforts
Dr. Graves remarked that
such as emergency response, IT plays a pivotal role in the
search/rescue, etc."
SCOOP research. "The
UAH is a perfect partner SCOOP IT partners are re
for SCOOP because of the searching and employing
technology available here. new and existing data and
Graves stated,"SCOOP tools metadata standards for
facilitate improved forecast interoperability across sci

ence domains. A service ori
ented architecture approach
facilitates interoperability
across computational re
sources, operating systems
and programming languages.
This standardization of inter
faces also promotes the nest
ing and coupling of existing
and future models, leading to
improved performance and
quality of models."
SCOOP researchers hope
to pave the way for advanced
sharing of data among those
interested. Dr. Graves said,
"An Integrated Ocean Ob
serving System (IOOS) is the
goal of the coastal ocean
community and has become
a high priority of various
government agencies. IOOS
directions point toward ap
plying advanced IT concepts
to the organization and man
agement of coastal oceans
models and associated data."
The work of UAH is also
crucial in the storm surge
project in that it hopes "to
provide the cataloging and
inventory of SCOOP distrib
uted data repositories, imple
mentation of data transla
tions and real-time data trans
port."
Storm surges may soon
be highly predictable allow
ing the protection of many
coastal residents around the
world; UAH researchers con
tinue to help that dream be
come a reality.
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Alcohol Awareness Week
March 10 -16,2006
Free Food @ all the events
200 T-Shirts are being given out!
•

•

•

•

: ..

•

• •

.

"
•

Friday, March 10,2006
o Go DJ Party
• CCRH Managing
- DJ
- NCRH - MPR 7:30PM
Monday, March 13,2006
o UC Lobby
• llam-2pm
- Activities
• Mock Tales
Tuesday, March 14,2006
o Golf Cart
• I lam till 4pm
o Alcohol Presentation
- 7:30PM in NCRH MPR
• FREE FOOD
Wednesday. March 13.2006
o Golf Cart
• 11am til14pm
o Beer Goggle Olympics
• NCRH 11-8:00PM
Thursday. March 16,2006
o Green Party Luau
• 6:00PM SECH
• Prizes & Activities

1 rizes forth» week include:
• Play Station Portable
Complete Fish Tank
Bookstore Gift Certificates
iPod Shuffle
•

•

•

Adult Students In Scholastic Transition:
$1,500 ASIST Scholarship for Summer or Fall of 2006
The Huntsville Chapter of Executive Women International is seeking applications from UAH students for a $1,500 scholarship for
the 2006 summer or fall terms. The winner of this scholarship will be eligible for a $2,500.00 national scholarship as well.
Applications are due by Wednesday, April 19,2006 to Mary Beth Walker, President's Office, 118 Madison Hall or Lara Bryant,
State Farm Insurance, 2051 Max Luther Drive, Huntsville AL 35810. The winner will be announced prior to the EWI annual
scholarship dinner to be held on Tuesday, May 2,2006.
This scholarship is specifically for non-traditional students: older students, returning students, displaced homemakers, single
parents, physically or socially disadvantaged adults or at-risk adults. It is open to both men and women.
Applicants are asked to provide the following information:
Statement of career goal / objective
Statement of process for obtaining goal / objective
Previous work history and educational background
Statement of financial need or copy of financial aid form
Copy of tax return
Reference letters
For application forms or additional information call:
Mary Beth Walker
UAH President's Office
118 Madison Hall
824-6655

Lara Bryant
EWI Representative
State Farm Insurance
852-8502

Applications are due by Wednesday, April 19,2006
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Controversy
By Clay Johnson
Entertainment Editor
This semester has seen some interesting news items
come down the pike involving entertainment media.
From Muhammad cartoon backlash to Book of Daniel
protests to Brokeback Mountain Oscar domination,
it's been interesting to note how the debates have gone
concerning these issues. We've even covered them
here in our illustrious pages, but I believe another side
to some of these issues needs to be explored.
The Book of Daniel has been a major topic in The
Exponent. For those who have missed the articles con
cerning it, the short version of the story is as follows:
BoD was an NBC show that premiered earlier this year
amidst questions about its religious content, and it was
soon cancelled and shelved as so many other shows
have been.
It seems that the show may have been a victim of
the so-called "religious right" battling its presence on
air in an organized attack on "free speech." But with
quote marks flying through the air like accusations, let
me note that this form of protest (organized, peaceful,
etc.) is not illegal or anything, to my knowledge. Though
the accused attempts to jam phone lines may have some
legal ramifications (I'm not sure), I don't understand
why we fault these people for these actions but few
discuss the international controversy about the afore
mentioned cartoon.
Still, we need to remember that NBC could have kept
the show on air by sticking to its guns... if it was really
behind the show to begin with. If you support the
network's daring in airing the show, do you conversely
turn against it when it cuts and runs in a manner such
as this? I encourage people to let NBC know that you
don't like their decision if it irks you, but I likewise
encourage those who didn't like the show to relate
their opinions.
And that goes as far as it goes. If you didn't like the
show because you heard it contained some parcel of
immorality, it's your right to call in and destroy the
show's chances. If you heard the show was "contro
versial" and immediately decided it should be on the air
regardless of any artistic content in terms of quality,
it's your right to prop that bad boy up. No one needs to
watch the show once or every episode to have an opin
ion on it and to participate in the debate.
But acting in this way is irresponsible. Just as in
voting, knowing as many of the facts and doing as
much of the research as possible is your ticket to hav
ing any valid claim to the issues at hand. But the con
sequence of free speech combined with capitalism here
is that even irresponsible and irrational positions are
listened to by companies such as NBC who operate
based on an attempt to accrue more zeroes to the right
of their dollar signs.
So those of you who want to suggest that the pro
tests stampede over free speech or moral rights, re
member first that free speech here involves even those
positions that are irrational. No one listens when critics
say a show is great but no one tunes in, even if the
reasons have nothing to do with morality—just look at
Sports Night and Arrested Development.
Then make sure you understand that morality is al
ways forced on the masses, whether by the govern
ment, popular opinion, or whatever other entities may
influence our concepts of what is right or wrong. While
you may want to ask why the "religious right" has the
right to force their morality on you, they also may won
der why anyone has the right to force death on unborn
children. For them, the allowance of abortion forces
them into a society where a fundamental wrong is be
ing perpetrated all around them. For them, it may be
immoral to support a government that would allow such
things.
Basically, as a nation we tend to enforce a certain
moral code that attempts to reflect the overall consen
sus of the people, or some fundamental principle, or
whatever. But some person, and often many, will al
ways feel their rights to their visions of morality are
being taken away.
With the Brokeback Mountain and Book of Daniel
cases, those who have problems with their being threat
ened should perhaps look at the wider picture, which is
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Entertainment
The Oscar
Conspiracy
By Daniel Horton
This coming weekend, the
perennial Academy Awards
will take place in Los Ange
les. While much of the media
will likely coo or complain
over fashion, the remaining
populace will debate the wor
thiness of the films that are
supposedly being celebrated.
As is the usual tradition, the
Academy has nominated a
handful of films that most
casual moviegoers haven't
seen, and have shoved the
remaining favorites to the
proverbial back of the line
into technical categories.Sel
dom seen movies such as
Good Night and Good Luck
and Capote have taken full
prominence, while highgrossing films such as
Batman Begins or War of the
Worlds are pushed aside, de
spite their critical merit.
Not that films such as
Good Night and Good Luck
aren't fine movies. It, Capote,
and Crash have certainly
been well received by critics,
but not so much by the audi
ence which pays to see them.
For over a year, Hollywood
industry analysts have com
plained about a decline in
ticket sales. Perhaps this dis
connect with the choices of
the audience are to blame.

Hollywood is patting the
back of one particular group
of films, while their target au
dience embraces another.
But, after some thought,
the full reasoning as to why
this is so isn't that hard to
realize. The Oscars are argu
ably a lengthy televised com
mercial for films that haven't
been well received by the
masses. Since the majority of
the public hasn't been able
to see these films, Hollywood
will be more than happy to
tell them how great they think
they are. They'd be more
than happy to sell you a ticket
or a DVD since your tastes in
film obviously haven't
caught up with those ahead
of the curve. The only highly
profitable crowd pleaser to
have been given top awards
in recent years was Return of
the King. The reasoning for
this is likely that film fans
throughout the world would
have willed a Balrog of
Morgoth upon the Academy
for not having awarded the
Lord of the Rings series with
Best Picture.
It's likely that a seldom
seen film such as Crash or
Brokeback Mountain will
win most of the top awards,
giving moviegoers extra in
centive to help pay back pro
duction costs on the low-

grossing films. This is espe
cially true for the latter, given
its controversial nature.
Again, these are fine films in
their own right. The reason
ing for all the awarding and
back-patting is what is inter
esting. Still, only one thing is
for sure: if March of the Pen
guins doesn't win for Best
Documentary, we can be sure
that the Academy is full of
hopelessly heartless indi
viduals. Seriously, if you
don't love baby penguins
you are one cold-blooded

person.
On a related note, as you
may or may not know, much
of the Exponent staff will be
on the way to Los Angeles at
the time this week's edition
will be delivered. And coincidentally enough, the Acad
emy Awards will occur soon
after the return flight leaves
back home. But unfortu
nately, I can't exactly prom
ise that there will be any last
minute mischief or high jinks
which will force the Academy
out of this trend.

ACE Presents Cocoa Brown
By: Jeff Graham
"Every few years, ACE
greets us with a comedian
that makes us question the
very idea of our own mortal
ity. What if, as is said, laugh
ter is the best medicine?
Then, my friend, after wit
nessing Cocoa Brown, every
one will be cured of all dis
eases and probably live for
ever," said Jade Ingram,
ACE's Cabaret Director.
Okay, what Jade actually said
was, "I like Cocoa Brown. I
also like hot cocoa and co
coa pebbles. I love lamp!"
But I knew what she really
meant. Come see the miracle
of medicinal laughter this
Wednesday night at 9 PM in
the UC Exhibit Hall as ACE
presents comedienne Cocoa

Brown.
Brown, a native of New
port News, VA, is known for
her sarcastic spin on com
monalities as well as her
sharp-tongued take on popculture. Brown has appeared
on Comedy Central's Pre
mium Blend, BET's Comic
View, and was crowned Com
edy TKO Champion on
Showtime at the Apollo. She
has used all of the national
attention to be named DC
Comedienne of the Year.
This week, instead of do
ing the Catchphrase of the
Week and the Hater/Hero of
the Week, I want to address
two very serious issues. The
first is that Cade McKee is
celebrating his birthday this
Wednesday night. If Cocoa
Brown was not reason

enough to come to the event,
come to say happy birthday
to a man that has given you
so much, and asked for so
precious little. Cade, you are
a paragon of virtue and a
staple of individuality. When
you open your birthday gifts,
go ahead and choose which
ever gift was your favorite.
Then look at the person that
gave it to you and know it
was from both of us. You are
welcome.
The second issue that I
am addressing is one that I
feel the student body should
be aware of. I was recently
stood up for a date. I will not
name the guilty party, be
cause the shame of standing
me up and the knowledge
that she has lost me forever
is no doubt punishment

enough. That said, it got me
thinking. I have taken so
much from this campus that I
believe it is time for me to give
a little back. That is why I am
starting the "Win a Date with
Jeff Graham" contest. The
rules are simple: just send me
a message on Facebook and
list what you think the per
fect date with me would be.
Contestants must be 18 years
of age, or just ridiculously
attractive. Contestants will
be paying for dinner. If said
contestant agrees to buy din
ner, then odds of winning are
1:1.1 don't eat seafood, so
don't even ask. Contest is
valid from time of publication
until I find a serious girlfriend,
so act now. Good luck!

Please direct any questions or comments about the
entertainment section to Clay Johnson via email at
entertainment@exponent.uah.edu
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World War III
Erupts in New
Left
Behind
Movie
By John Michael
Hampton
Staff Writer
As President Gerald
Fitzhugh points a gun at Glo
bal Community Potentate
Nicolae Carpathia, an explo
sion rocks a nearby building
and air raid sirens wail in the
background. Minister Bruce
Barnes and his assistant,
Chloe Steele Williams, are
fighting off a mysterious sick
ness that is later determined
to be caused by biological
agents placed on Bibles. De
spite its "ripped from the
headlines" feel, Left Behind:
World At War is written about
a future apocalyptic world.
This, the third installment
in the Left Behind series of
movies, is based on the bestselling novels written by Tim
LaHaye and Jerry B. Jenkins.
The movies, like the books
on which they are based, as
sume a literal interpretation of
the Biblical book of Revela
tion, in which millions of be
lievers disappear (through
what the movies and books
call "the rapture of the
Church"), leaving the world
to suffer through a tribulation
period of roughly seven
years led by a world leader
known as Nicolae Carpathia.
**WARNING: SPOILER
ALERT**
In World At War, we find
the key characters at the on
set of World War III. As the
movie begins, an attack by
the militia leaves Vice Presi
dent Mallory dead, just after
he warns President Fitzhugh
of Carpathia's plans to attack
America through biological

weapons. Fitzhugh barely
escapes from the attack with
his life.
Chloe Steele marries
Cameron "Buck" Williams, a
reporter at Global Community
Weekly, while her dad
Rayford Steele, Carpathia's
pilot, marries Amanda White
at a ceremony officiated by
minister Bruce Barnes. The
five people call themselves
the "Tribulation Force," a
group whose purpose is to
fight Carpathia, who fits the
Biblical definition of the An
tichrist.
Fitzhugh tests Buck by
asking him if he would deny
his God to keep from being
killed. Buck stands his
ground, at which point
Fitzhugh asks Buck his take
on the situation. Buck replies
that it was all predicted in the
Bible, and nothing can
change it now.
Fitzhugh uncovers the
plot that Carpathia is using
to attack believers by plac
ing a biological weapon in
side Bibles before distribut
ing them. Fitzhugh, after wit
nessing this firsthand, calls
Carpathia "a global Hitler."
Later, while meeting with the
militia, Fitzhugh discovers
that Carpathia is launching a
traditional attack on America
and other nations, as well. He
goes to confront Carpathia,
but is upstaged by Carpathia
who chooses that moment to
begin the attack.
**END
SPOILER
ALERT**
While still containing one
of the most powerful Chris
tian messages to appear
since The Passion of the

Top Ten Movies
1. Tyler Perry's Madea's
Family Reunion
2. Eight Below
3. The Pink Panther
4. Date Movie
5. Curious George
6. Firewall
7. Final Destination 3
8. Doogal
9. Running Scared
10. Freedomland

Top Ten Albums
1. Ghetto Classics Jaheim
I 2. Curious George (Soundtrack) Jack Johnson
3. The Greatest Songs of the Fifties Barry Manila
4. The Breakthrough Mary J. Blige
5. Amore Andrea Bocelli
6. High School Musical Soundtrack
7. Some Hearts Carrie Underwood
8. Back to Bedlam James Blunt
9. Unpredictable Jamie Foxx
10. Curtain Call: The Hits Eminem

1

John Kiser
ACE Vice President

In this scene from Left Behind: World at War, a vehicle
explodes during a militia attack

Christ, the movie also has
some of the best action se
quences and special effects
ever to appear in a movie
made about the Biblical book
of Revelation. Peter and Paul
Lalonde, who oversee Cloud
Ten Pictures, claim that they
don't consider it a movie un
less something is blown up
in it. And, this time, they aim
to please action movie fans
everywhere with action se
quences rivaling those of
many mainstream motion pic
tures.
Lou Gossett Jr., who
plays President Fitzhugh in
the movie, had this to say
about it: "I've read a lot of
scripts—I've been doing this
a long time—and I have to
pick and choose certain
things. Not much is going to
get me to come to Canada in
the winter but this is a story
that has to be told."
The movie, when re

leased, was exhibited on
screens in churches instead
of theatres. Kirk Cameron,
who plays Buck Williams in
the movie, said, "If this works
as we all wholeheartedly be
lieve it will, then to access
this new delivery method,
Hollywood
studios
will.. .make good family films
that are acceptable for pas
tors to show in their
churches. This is how we can
impact what Hollywood pro
duces."
With exceptional action
sequences, groundbreaking
special effects, a dynamic
plot line, and really well writ
ten dialogue, this movie is
awesome. Left Behind: World
At War, like the two movies
before it, is one of the best
films that I have seen this
year.

OPPORTUNITIES
Calandar of Events for the City of Huntsville

Mar 3 & 4 UAH Theatre presents The Glass Menag
erie @ Chan Auditorium, University of Alabama in Hunts
ville
Mar 4 Glaciers Rock Your Ice @ Ice Complex, Hunts
ville, AL
Mar 5 Vicki Lawrence @ Von Braun Center Concert
Hall, Huntsville, AL
Mar 8 Hinder @ Sammy T's, Huntsville, AL
Mar 10-12,16-18 "The Complete Works of William
Shakespeare (abridged)" @ Von Braun Center Play
house, Huntsville, AL

"Wake me up, before you go-go. Don't leave me
hanging like a yo-yo. Wake me up, before you go-go.
So then I can DANCE!" I hope everyone else saw Chris
Griffin sing this. I cried from happiness. Hiya gang! If
this is the first time you've ever read something, wel
come to literacy! Frog, I hope you are one of us (read
ers) now. If not, can someone read this to Frog? Don't
try to be cute and sully up my words with your own
improvisations. As you can tell by reading this won
derful article, I am usually good with words. The mouth
is a powerful thing. Samson killed thousands of people
with the jawbone of a donkey. The jawbone of a don
key! That's crazy Buff! Samson must have been the
Jack Bauer of the Old Testament. In season four, Jack
just walked into a terrorist base with a pistol killing
everybody. He grabbed his girl and her dad and got
them outside. There, he ran out of bullets as one of the
terrorists wasapproaching with an Uzi.Jack had a stand
off with him with only a knife. Did he make it out alive?
Well, season five is on right now. Also later that sea
son, he ran out of bullets again (There seems to be a
trend here.), and this time he flipped his gun around
and began beating them with the butt of it. Oh, and
Kim's back next week in the two hour (count them, 1,2.
Two Hours! Ha ha ha! Lightning!) special next week!
My mouth is wateringWhile you are reading this article (if you are reading
this article between March 1 and March 5), certain mem
bers of the ACE board are on a quest to bring you the
best entertainment the APCA National Conference has
to offer. What does APCA stand for?Well, I don't know.
I think it stands for "All Pandas Can (and will) Attack".
This is because pandas are bears. Stephen Colbert on
his show, The Colbert Report, which is on Cade
McKee's Top Ten Shows Ever List, has been fighting
the good fight since his show started against our furry
foes. Stephen has been warning us about bears and
their plans to 'dominate species of planet earth," filling
us with a feeling of 'truthiness' (Which is a word
Stephen Colbert made up. If anyone else tells you oth
erwise, you tell them that they suck, and that you aren't
gonna take their lies any more. Tell them that after
punching them in the face of course.) One day, I went
out bear hunting because you gotta get them before
they get you. I was on trail when I stopped to eat a
delicious BLT, and out of nowhere, a bear attacked me
wearing a Nightline T-shirt. I yelled, "I hate you, hehehe,
man-beast and all you stand for!" I stabbed him with
justice and then ended it like Arnold

SwjitSwcrtais-SIppyitfpy.. Swame.. Swcrs^SvvjrKiuSvaKri.Y?
Oh, Samsonite. I was way off. I knew it started with an
"S" though.. .uh, like the Governor of California would
do by saying, "That'll teach you to steal my picanic
basket." Then, Conan O'Brian interviewed me via sat
ellite.
Originally, I was going to copy Von Kiser and write
an interview that took place between me and another
ACE member. The lucky girl to be interviewed this week
was Jade. However, when I ran the idea by her, she
said, "No! All you do is make me look stupid. I don't
want anything in there that will make me sound dumb."
So naturally, I had to cut all of her lines out. She just
kept jumping around with a box of Goldfish Crackers
singing, "I like Goldfishes cause they're soooo deli
cious!" So to be fair, I will take you on a tour of the ACE
Board so as to make everybody look stupid (For some
people, it was easier than others. You know who you
are.). So come on and take a little walk with me baby.
And tell me who do you love...(Disclaimer: This article
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that free speech doesn't re
ally exist as we may want... it
is always under the servitude
of some entity that may
threaten its nature as abso
lutely free. Put another way,
in our nation one can always
attempt to say whatever they

want (this includes artistic
expression through entertain
ment media), but they have
no right to a lack of backlash,
they have no real right to be
heard objectively, and they
have no right to go over the

heads of whatever benefac
tor they employ to stay in
existence. It's a consequence
of our society's culture, eco
nomic system, and the like.
So perhaps this is a more
palpable and solvable issue

for those who are troubled by
The Book of Daniel scenario.
There are unlimited other
problems at hand here, but
one sector of it has been dis
cussed. Morality is already
being enforced, but it seems

the controversy revolves
more in what morality is en
forced. Free speech is in full
effect to the extent that it
truly exists.And media bene
factors are as much to blame
as those (responsible or irre-

sponsible) who influence
them. The solutions are
murkier, and are in fact more
controversial than those sub
jects which inspired their be
ing discussed—which is
why I am going to leave you
to ponder them for yourself.

the word "her"). Barbie is
just like her doll namesake:
blonde. She also drives a
pink convertible and lives in
a house with one side miss
ing so you can look in
and...(There are so many
jokes I can do with this one:
dressing, bathing, putting
her to bed, playing with her
sister, dressing with her sis
ter, bathing with her sister,
putting her sister to bed, etc.
However, because these are
the obvious jokes, I will give
you something else, some
thing more, because you can
come up with those jokes on
your own. The rest, only Ican
give you.) sit her and her sis
ters at the table, and let them
eat tacos. Barbie loves tacos.
Next we have Jasmyn.
Jasmyn is not too shy to tell
me that she disagrees with
every taste I have. Whether

it be my clothes, my music
selection, or my dance
moves, she's quick on the
draw to say, "Cade, you don't
need to be doing that." Do I
listen? No. Should I listen?
Mmmm...no. As long as I'm
alive, plaid shorts, rock mu
sic, and the Charleston will
live on. Sorry Jasmyn.
Next we have Emily. Wow
is Emily loud! Her inside
voice isliken unto a bullhorn.
Her outside voice is fatal.
Seriously, chew gum or some
thing; anything to keep from
screaming. Oh, side note.
Adrienne is next. She is
probably the nicest person I
know. For the list time, I have
nothing funny to say.

sense because Ian comes
from an Amish village in In
diana. Ask John what Ian
uses a paper bag for. Go on.
Next is Chealen. Chealen
is one of the funniest people
I know. I have decided to take
him as my protege. I hope to
teach him the ways of "Cade
McKeeing," which is basi
cally just being awesome.
Luckily, he's off to a good
start. Anyone who was at
Comedian Josh Wade knows
what I'm talking about. I
would say Chealen is pure
evil, but then I look at Jade
and I say to myself, "Nah,
Chealen's not that mean."
Next is Jeff. Jeff is a rock
star through and through. I
have never had a bad experi
ence when Jeff is around. One
morning, I poured a bowl of
Lucky Charms, and Jeff came
out. Don't worry, I didn't eat

him.
Next is Jason; one of the
best actors I've ever seen.
I've already gone into Jason's
'Axe Effect.' If I go over it
again, you'll just cry about
how you'll never be as cool
as him (which is true), so I'll
spare you the embarrass
ment. Every conversation
I've had with his girlfriend has
amazed me.And she's hot. Go
Jason!
Next to last is John. I am
so proud of John. If he were
my son, I'd talk trash to you
because my kid would be bet
ter than your kid at every
thing. He is the "Molly Roller
Chain Lube" in the gears of
UAH. The only reason you
weren't taken over and eaten
by space aliens is because
they didn't count on the Man
of Steel aka John Von Riser.
Costly mistake, aliens. I

would tell you to go home and
cry to your mommies, but
John saw fit not to keep any
of you alive or your
mommies.
Last is Cade. Ho boy. Like
Samson, I have long flowing
hair, the strength of many
men, and a weakness for the
ladies. Unfortunately, all
three of these things lead to
Samson's death. Bummer.
Hopefully, like Samson, when
I go down, I'll take all of my
enemies with me. So watch
yourself.
Fan of the Week is Tony
"the Taint Tearer" Marshall.
You all know why....AND
RNOWING IS HALF THE
BATTLE! Until next time, true
believer...

FACE from page6
cannot compare with Von
Riser's article last week. This
is because I lack the ability
to grow a Fu Manchu. It's not
from lack of trying. It's that I
physically cannot grow one.
I'm sorry I let you down. And
by 'I'm sorry,' I mean get off
me, I'm Cade McKee. What
ever! Whatever! I do what I
want!)
Have you read Jeff
Graham's article yet? You
better. Go ahead and tell your
teacher to keep it down if his/
her yakking is distracting
your reading. If he/she asks
why, say, "Because I'm try
ing to read Jeff Graham's ar
ticle sir/madam." He'll/She'll
understand.
Let's start with our poster
child, Barbie. If you don't
know Barbie, then you don't
know her (this only makes
sense if you put emphasis on

(See, that wasn't funny.)
Next we have Jade.
Next we have Ian. He dates
Jade. I guess that makes

A special ultraviolet camera makes
it possible to see the underlying
skin damage done by the sun* And
since 1 in 5 Americans will develop
skin cancer in their lifetime*
what better reason to always use
sunscreen, wear protective clothing
and use common sense*
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SGA Review
Good News Regarding Pending Constitution
By Tanisha R. Roe
Staff Writer

A lot of good things were
going on in the SGA Senate
Meeting on Monday, Febru
ary 27,2006. Rules and Revi
sions Chairman, Sam Parks,
discussed issues regarding
the revision of the UAH Con
stitution. As of yet, there is
no pending date for the
completion of the new Con
stitution.
According to Parks, "the
SGA, under the new Consti
tution will go from a unicam
eral system, as opposed to
the bicameral system which
we currently enjoy."A bicam
eral governmental system
consists of two legislative
bodies. In the unicameral sys
tem, you only have one leg
islative house that makes all
of the legislative decisions.
Under the new Constitu

tion, the SGA President
would no longer be solely
responsible for making nomi
nations of the SGA. This duty
would fall to the President and
two other members of the
SGA. The intent of this is to
give "a cohesive nomination
process for all offices," said
Parks.
When questioned by SGA
Vice President, Jade O'Neal,
as to why the need for a
switch to unicameral system,
Parks informed the Senate
that is was an issue of time.
"Currently the way we're
set up, we have an Assembly
meeting, and then from there
we go to two completely dif
ferent places. Basically, being
bicameral doubles the length
of time for meetings. By join
ing the two legislative bod
ies and making them unicam
eral, it's all going to happen
in one place. The meetings

don't have to disperse with
SGA members there for an
other 30 minutes which will
provide moreefficiency," said
Parks.
Some other changes that
will occur as a result of the
new Constitution include
new positions added to the
Executive Branch:Public Re
lations Officer and Historian.
Campus Affairs Commit
tee Chair, Joshua Jones, also
brought interesting pros
pects from the SGA Town
Hall Meeting that took place
February 22, 2006. UAH is
making plans to revamp the
Game Room located across
from the Bookstore in the
University Center. The plans
include removing the lockers
that are currently there and
relocating them upstairs on
the main floor of the UC.
The SGA are also looking
into how much of the walls

can be expanded and
interchanged with glass
so that students can see in
side the Game Room. The in
terest is also in place to re
place the currently existing
pool tables, install arcade
video games, and possibly
coordinate Halo gaming tour
naments that could be held
there.
Don't forget that candida
cies have just begun for SGA
Executive positions and
House of Representative po
sitions. A Presidential Debate
is scheduled for March 6,
2006. Elections will be held
March 15 and 16,2006, in the
UC lobby, with results an
nounced on March 17,2006.
For more information on the
SGA stop by UC 106, or visit
the website at http://
sga.uah.edu/.

Ryan Schueler
SGA President

UAH Student Body,
Everyone break out the energy drinks and
coffee. Mid-terms are here!
Finally, this Thursday is Higher Ed Day
2006! The SGA and over 100 others will be
traveling to Montgomery to meet up with other
universities in protest and rally for higher edu
cation. Thanks to all of those who have signed
up to represent UAH in such an important
event. I'll have a report next week with all of
the details.
Check out the latest and greatest episodes
at www.chargercast.com. There are new up
loads every week with all of the latest an
nouncements about campus events and ac
tivities: The show consists of tons of humor
and music from up and coming musical tal
ents. Be sure to check out the Charger vidcasts,
too. The latest one, featuring this week's
Charger basketball games, will be up soon.
SGA elections are coming up soon, so keep
and eye out for who is running to represent
you in 2006-2007.
Ryan Schueler
SGA-President
256-824-2729
sga@email.uah.edu
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Sports

Sportsline
A BRIEF UPDATE ON UAH ATHLETICS

Ice Hockey
(18-10-2, 12-5-1)
February 24 UAH 2, Wayne State 1
February 25 UAH 6, Wayne State 1

Upcoming Games:
March 3 at Bemidji State, 7:35 p.m.
March 4 at Bemidji State, 7:05 p.m.

Men's Basketball
(21-6, 10-4)
February 25 UNA 85, UAH 84

Upcoming Games:
GSC Tournament, Tupelo, MS
March 3 vs. Central Arkansas, 2:45 p.m.

Women's Basketball
(14-12,9-5)
February 25 UAH 95, UNA 89 (OT)

Upcoming Games:
GSC Tournament, Tupelo, MS
March 2 vs. Delta State, 12:30 p.m.

Baseball
(2-10,0-0)
February 24 Quincy 6, UAH 5
February 26 Tampa 8, UAH 3
February 26 Delta State 10, UAH 3

Upcoming Games:
March 4 vs. North Georgia, 1 p.m. (DH)
March 5 vs. North Georgia, 1 p.m. (DH)
March 8 vs. Freed Hardeman, 1 p.m.

Women's Tennis
Earns
First
Conference Win
By Candice Burch
The UAH women's tennis
team earned its first confer
ence win of the season over
the University of Montevallo
on Monday afternoon. The
7-2 victory over the LadyFal
cons evened the teams record
to 2-2 overall and 1-1 in the
Gulf South Conference.
Sophomores,
Mieria
Fernandez and Stacy
Wetmore, have stepped up
this season by winning the
most matches for UAH.
Fernandez holds an impres
sive 4-0 singles record and
also remains undefeated in
doubles followed by her
doubles partner, Wetmore,
who sports a solid 3-1 singles
record.
The women opened the
2006 season on February
15th at Lee University with a
3-6 loss. Mireia Fernandez
and Stacy Wetmore headed
UAH by netting three wins.
They battled to win 9-7 in

doubles and pulled out tough
singles victories that were
each determined in three sets.
On February 23, UAH
Tennis took on Martin Meth
odist at Charger Tennis Cen
ter and crushed the Red
Hawks 6-3 to pick up the first
team win. Ashley Perry,
Candice Burch, Stacy
Wetmore, and Mireia
Fernandez all triumphed in
singles and doubles. Team
captain, Ashley Perry, led the
team at first seed and domi
nated her opponent 6-0in the
first set. She fought back af
ter a second set loss and put
away Flora de la Garza 6-3 in
the final set. Candice Burch,
at the fourth position, was
also forced into beating her
opponent Afyia Cozier in
three sets. She lost the first
set in a heartbreaking 5-7
tiebreaker but successfully
overcame fatigue to win the
next two sets, 6-4 and 6-4.
Mieria Fernandez and Stacy
Wetmore had no trouble win-

ning at the second and third
positions and easily put
away their opponents 6-0,61, and 6-2,6-0, respectively.
Last Friday, February 24,
UAH traveled to Florence to
face rival, University of North
Alabama, for the first confer
ence match of the season.
Unfortunately, UNA knocked
off the Lady Chargers, 2-7.
However, Fernandez and
Wetmore came away with a
8-4 doubles win, and
Fernandez notched a 6-1,6-1
win in singles.
The University of
Montevallo was down two
points to UAH before the
match even began. The Fal
cons were forced to default
matches at number three

doubles and at number six
singles to the Lady Chargers.
Fernandez and Wetmore led
the way for UAH in number
two doubles action, defeat
ing Laura Hamilton and
Lesilann Enzor 8-3. Wetmore,
Burch, and Fernandez all
swept their opponents in
singles action, and Taylor
earned her first win of her
college career.

Montevallo Results 2/28/
06
Singles
Yamel Ruiz (UM) def.
Ashley Perry 6-1,6-1; Mireia
Fernandez (UAH) def.
Mamie Chiasson 6-1, 6-0;
Stacy Wetmore (UAH) def.
Lesliann Enzor6-3,7-6 (7-5);

TENNIS on page 12

Last
Second
Shot
Ruins
Senior Night

Softball
(10-3, 0-0)
Charger Chillout, Decatur, AL
February 24 UAH 11, Columbus St. 0
February 24 UAH 10, Wayne St. 2
February 24 UAH 8, No. Kentucky 0
February 25 UAH 9, So. Indiana 1
February 25 Barry 3, UAH 2

By Antoine Bell
UAH Sports Information

Upcoming Games:
March 4 at West Florida, 12 p.m.
March 5 vs. Central Missouri State (at Pensacola,
FL), 9 a.m.

Track and Field
March 10-11 Indoor National Championships Boston,
MA
Charger Daniel Easterly and Parents

Men's Tennis
(0-3, 0-0)
February 24 UNA 9, UAH 0

Upcoming Matches:
March 3 vs. Cumberland, 2:30 p.m.
March 7 vs. Tenn-Chattanooga, 2:00 p.m.

Women's Tennis
(2-2, 0-0)
February 24 UNA 7, UAH 2
February 27 UAH 7, Montevallo 2

Upcoming Matches:
March 3 vs. Cumberland, 2:30 p.m.
Charger David Ivey and Family

North Alabama guard,
Lucky Williams, buried a 3pointer with less than a sec
ond left, shocking the 22ndranked Chargers 85-84 on
Senior Night at Spragins Hall.
The loss dropped the Charg
ers to 21-6 and 10-4 in the
GSC while UNA improved to
18-9 and 9-5.
Williams was not sup
posed to take the shot as he
had not taken a shot from
beyond the arc all season
long. But, he found himself
with the ball with three sec
onds left, nowhere to go, and
surrounded by Chargers.
The defense was perfect.
The Chargers put a blanket
around the Lions shooters.
Long range bombers, Milton
Nance and Casey Holt, were
covered by UAH defenders.
Williams was trapped right in
front of his own bench. The
clock was ticking down, and
everything pointed toward a
dramatic Charger win in front
of the largest crowd of the
season at Spragins Hall.
But, the air was sucked

out of the building when Wil
liams launched a rainbow that
found nothing but the bot
tom of the net. The celebra
tion was on for the purple and
gold clad contingent from
nearby Florence as the big
blue throng looked on in
stunned silence.
It was not the ending that
most imagined after the
Chargers led by seven only 2
1/2 minutes earlier. Casey
Stafford (Hazel Green) took a
perfect entry pass from se
nior guard, David Ivey (Bir
mingham), and banked in a
layup to make it 82-75 with
2:26 left. However, theCharg
ers would only score two
more points the rest of the
game.
A tip-in by Esmir Guzonjic
and a 3-pointer by Pete Lowe
cut the UAH lead to 82-80
with 1:13 left. After Ivey
scored to put UAH back up
by four, Casey Holt answered
with a basket with 45 seconds
left to make it 84-82.
On the Chargers' next
possession, Ivey appeared
to have an open path to the
basket with a chance to virMENonpagel2
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UAH
Hockey
Sweeps in Home
Finale
By Chris Karigan
February 24
UAH2,WSU 1
Playing in their last home
series for the 2005-2006 sea
son, the Chargers looked to
seal it with a pair of wins.
Though both teams made
their presence known offen
sively, neither could gain the
advantage through almost a
period and a half of play. Se
nior left wing, Bruce
Mulherin, would break the
score for the Chargers at-the
8:01 mark into the second
period on a power play goal
with assists from Jeremy
Schreiber and Chris Martini.
Four minutes into the third
period, the Wayne State War

riors knotted the game up at
one goal apiece. Wayne
State led the statistics in
shots on goal with 33 com
pared to only 27 for the
Chargers. But in the one cat
egory that counts, UAH an
swered the call. With just 1:11
left in the regulation, Bruce
Mulherin would score his
second goal of the night to
put the Chargers on top for
good with some help from
Chris Martini and Jeff Win
chester. Mulherin and senior
goaltender, Scott Munroe,
were named the top two
"Three Stars" of the night.
February 25
UAH6, WSU 1
In the last game of their
series and the last home game

Athlete
Quick Take
By Heather Evans

Alex Freeman

for the Chargers this season,
both teams shot out of the
gate with determination. But
it was the Chargers who
would dominate. With 1:19
left on the clock in the first
period, junior right wing,
Brett McConnachie, scored
on a power play goal with
assists from Bruce Mulherin
and Jeremy Schreiber, and the
Chargers started firing on all
cylinders. After 1:09 had
passed in the second period,
senior left wing, Chris Mar
tini, netted a power play goal
of his own with Mulherin and
Schreiber again on the assist.
Not to be outdone, Brett
McConnachie would notch
another goal on the power
play with assists from (you
guessed it) Bruce Mulherin
and Jeremy Schreiber. With
just under five minutes left to
play in the second period,
Wayne State would spoil the
shutout on a lucky slap shot
goal. But UAH would fire

right back just 48 seconds
later as freshman center, Matt
Sweazey, notched UAH's
only even strength goal of
the night off of a Tyler Hilbert assist. As time wound
down in the second period,
Brett McConnachie would
complete the hat trick with his
third power play goal at the
19:12 mark. Jeff Winchester
and Bruce Mulherin came
through on the assist. Pen
alties spelled Wayne State's
doom as the Chargers would
score yet another power play
goal in the final period at the
7:26 mark in the period, cour
tesy of Bruce Mulherin with
assists from Jeremy Schreiber
and Jeff Winchester. In total,
five of UAH's six goals came
on power plays. After the fi
nal hom sounded, the 20052006 Chargers had played
their last game at the Von
Braun Center Arena.
McConnachie, Mulherin, and

HOCKEY on page 12

Are the Lady
Chargers Ready
for Prime Time?
By Ramon Rodriguez
All season long, the Lady
Chargers knew they had it in
them to rise to the occasion;
there was too much potential,
too much experience, too
much depth. But a grinding
season full of long road trips
and back-to-back games can
weary even the most talented
°f squads. Without hunger,
even the most skilled face
defeat.
At home on February 25
for their final regular season
game, the girls showcased
their talent, but in topping ri
val, UNA 95-89, in an OT
thriller, the Lady Chargers
displayed their steely re-

Lady Charger forward
kellye Barr was named GSC
East Player of the Week
after
superior
---•
a
s
uperior

Performance against North
? al)ama on Saturday

solve.
Overcoming a nineteen
point deficit in the first half, a
fifteen point deficit in the sec
ond half, and then holding
off UNA in the last minutes
of OT, the Lady Chargers (1412, 9-5) proved that they are
a serious match for anyone
in the GSC.
UNA controlled the
tempo from the opening tip
and never let up. With 12:48
to go, the Lady Lions' Shay
Ashford buried a three that
put UNA up 28-9. Over the
next few minutes though, the
Lady Chargers fought back
coming within four (38-34).
Having shot 56.7% from
the field in the first half, the
Lady Lions took a 46-40 lead
at the intermission. As the
second half started, UNA
continued dictating the pace,
taking a fifteen point lead (5742) with 16:35 left, despite
shooting only 33.3%.
Over the next few plays,
UAH's frontcourt rallied to
gether putting the Lady
Chargers back into the game.
While juniors, Kellye Barr
and Hillary Luna, and fresh
man, Kristen Banes, shut
down UNA's offense in the
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Charger Tenis Athlete

Alex Freeman

What is your middle name?
Edward
When is your birthday?
August 1,1986
What is one character trait you like in other
people?
Personality
What is one character trait you despise in other
people?
Cockyness
Do you have any pets?
Yes, a dog named Lacey
What is your dream vehicle?
Saleen S-7
Who is your dream dinner guest?
Maria Sharapova
What is your favorite restaurant?
Shogun
What is your favorite movie of ail-time?
The Patriot
What is your favorite T.V. Show?
ESPN's Sports Center
What is your favorite dessert?
Vanilla lee Cream
Who are your role models?
My mom and Dad
What do you like most about UAH?
The People!!
What made you decide to attend UAH?
My mom and Dad
What is your favorite class?
My English 102 class, because Ms. Marsh makes
it awesome!

Lady Charger Lindsey Schlosser and Parents

paint, senior, Lindsey
Schlosser, frustrated the Lady
Lions' backcourt from the
wings.
After a Banes lay-up put
UAH within five (68-63) with
less than six minutes remain
ing, UNA did its best to hold
on to its slim lead. However,
the Lady Chargers were too
strong during the following
plays, takinga 78-76 lead with
thirty-five seconds on the
clock, after lay-up by Barr.
But UNA would not go
down without a fight. With
only eleven seconds left, the
Lady Lions' Kelly Parrish
buried two free-throws to tie

the game and send the match
toOT.
Though UAH managed to
reclaim and keep its lead, the
Lady Lions proved to be a
serious threat for the Lady
Chargers despite their offen
sive struggle in OT.
Barr notched a doubledouble, leading UAH with
twenty-five points and a
whopping seventeen boards.
Luna added twenty-three
points and ten rebounds,
w h i l e B a n e s c h i p p e d in
twenty-points and eight re
bounds. Barr's performance
earned her GSC honors by

WOMEN on page 12
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Chargers Win 4-of-5 at Chillout
By Antoine Bell
i •

•
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UAH Sports Information

Pensacola.
Saturday, February 25
Barry 3, UAH 2
UAH committed
three errors; one of which al
lowed the winning run for
Barry. The loss snapped a
seven game winning streak
for the Chargers who fell to
10-3. Jenni Smithson
(Franklin, TN) (3-1) took the
loss for the Chargers. She
pitched 5 1/3 innings, gave
up six hits and two earned
runs. She also struck out five
and walked one.
UAH 9, Southern Indiana

UAH runs.
Designated player, Jenny
Hess (Universal City, TX),
was 4-for-4 with two doubles
and two RBIs. Right-fielder,
Stephanie Pinto (Huntsville),
was also perfect at the plate
going 2-for-2 with two
doubles, a pair of walks, and
an RBI.
Freshman right-hander,
Sage Woodham (Daphne) (51), pitched six solid innings
to get the win. After surren
dering two hits in the first in
ning, she retired 12 straight
batters before giving up a
solo homer in the sixth inning.
Friday, February 24
The UAH softball team
outscored their opponents
29-2 en route to three domi
nating wins on Friday at the
Charger Softball Chillout in
Decatur. The Chargers
whipped No. 23 Columbus
State 11-0 then bombed
Wayne State 10-2. UAH fin
ished the day by avenging a
loss to Northern Kentucky

two weeks ago with a 8-0
shutout.
On the day, the Chargers
smacked seven home runs.
Centerfielder, Kristin Spencer
(Gallatin, TN), led the barrage
with three dingers. Stephanie
Pinto (Huntsville) went deep
twice, while Kellie Corder
(Hazel Green) and Jenny
Hess (Universal City, TX) had
one each.
Hess had six hits on Fri
day and drove in five runs.
Pinto finished with five hits,
three walks and, three RBIs,
while Spencer tallied four hits
and five RBIs. Corder also
drove in five runs on three
hits.
Congratulations also go
out to UAH centerfielder,
Kristin Spencer, who was
Gulf South Conference Soft
ball East Division Player of
the Week after a standout
performance during the
Charger Softball Chillout last
weekend. Spencer hit safely
in all five games during the

Ashley Perry (UAH) def.
Flora de la Garza, 6-0,3-6,62; Mireia Fernandez (UAH)
def. Cyndi Payne, 6-0, 6-1;
Stacy Wetmore (UAH) def.
Lindsay Roberds, 6-2, 6-0;
Candice Burch (UAH) def.
Afiya Cozier, 7-6, 7-5 tie
breaker, 6-4, 6-4; Renee
Simmons (MMU) def. Emily
Taylor, 6-0, 6-0; Brandy
Thigpen (MMU) def. Sarah
Sollie, 6-0,6-1
Doubles

Perry/Burch (UAH) def.
de la Garza/Payne, 9-7;
Fernandez/Wetmore (UAH)
def. Roberds/Cozier, 8-2;
Simmons/Thigpen (MMU)
def. Sollie/Taylor, 8-2
Upcoming Matches
3
Home
Cumberland (Men & Women)
2:30 p.m.
7
Home T e n n Chattanooga (Men &
Women) 2 p.m.
9
Home *Lincoln

Memorial (Men & Women) 1
p.m
Come out and support
Charger Tennis!
2006 UAH Women's Ten

sion, Nance tried to win it with
a shot from the top of the key
but was off target. But, in the
scramble for the rebound, the
ball went out of bounds off
of Charger guard, Jason

The 4th-ranked Chargers
had their seven game win
ning streak snapped but still
won four out of five games at
the Charger Softball Chillout
in Decatur. UAH had an of
fensive explosion over the
weekend tallying nine home
runs and rolling up 40 runs.
The Chargers rolled on Fri
day knocking off Columbus
State 11-0, Wayne State 10-2,
and No. 15 Northern Ken
tucky 8-0. UAH split the last
two games on the final day, 1
beating Southern Indiana 9It took a while to get
1 but falling to Barry Univer cranked up, but the hit parade
sity 3-2 in the last game of continued as the Chargers
the day.
blew past Southern Indiana.
Next Up: The Chargers Centerfielder, Kristin Spencer
open Gulf South Conference (Gallatin, TN), and shortstop,
play on the road at West Kellie Corder (Hazel Green),
Florida on Saturday, March each homered for UAH bring
4. Then, UAH will take on ing the weekend total to nine.
Central Missouri State in a
Spencer scored twice and
non-conference double- drove in a run, while Corder's
header on Sunday in home run accounted for three
TENNISfrompagelO
Candice Burch (UAH) def.
Laura Hamilton 7-5,6-2; Emily
Taylor (UAH) def. Terrylisa
Abdool 6-1,6-4; Sarah Sollie
(UAH) won by default
Doubles
Ruiz/Chiasson (UM) def.
Perry/Burch 8-2; Fernandez/
Wetmore (UAH) def.
Hamilton/Enzor 8-3; Sollie/
Taylor (UAH) won by default

Martin Methodist 2/23/
06
Singles

nis Team
Singles
#1 Ashley Perry
Se
nior, (Hartselle, AL) Commu
nication Arts,

UAH centerfielder Kristin Spencer was awarded Gulf South
Conference Softball East Division Player of the Week after
the Charger Softball Chillout last weekend in Decatur, AL

Chillout, batting .438 with
four home runs, six RBIs,
eight runs and one double.
The Gallatin, TN product hit
a round-tripper in four of the
five games and also scored
in all five. Against ranked
teams, Columbus State,
Northern Kentucky and

Barry, UAH went 2-1, and the
5'6" senior was a combined
4-for-10 with two home runs,
four runs scored, and four
RBIs.

Sophomore, (Barcelona,
Spain) Industrial & Mechani
cal

man, (Hazel Green, AL) Un
decided
#6 Sarah Sollie Senior,
(Decatur, AL) PhysicalTrain
ing
Doubles
#1 Ashley Perry and
Candice Burch
#2 Mireia Fernandez and
Stacy Wetmore
#3 Emily Taylor and Sa
rah Sollie

Engineering
#3 Stacy Wetmore
Sophomore, (Roseburg, Or
egon) Psychology
#4 Candice Burch Jun
ior, (Gardendale,AL) Commu
nication Arts,

Political Science, Web Cog
nate
#2 Mireia Fernandez

Political Science
#5 Emily Taylor

Smith (Birmingham), with 3.2
seconds left, setting the
stage for Williams' game-win
ner.
Stafford scored 22 points
to lead UAH in defeat. Ivey

finished with 15 points and
11 assists while Smith tallied
13. Senior center, DanielEasterly (Lebanon, Tennessee),
scored eight points and
pulled down 10 rebounds.

The Chargers, having al
ready wrapped up the No. 2
seed in the GSC, will open
next week's tournament in
Tupelo on Friday at 2:45 ver
sus GSC West No. 3 seed

Central Arkansas.

Charger seniors skated off
the ice surrounded by the
underclassmen UAH players
with their sticks in the air.

Thanks in part to a Bemidji
State loss and a Charger
sweep, UAH sits atop the
College Hockey of America

conference again by a two
point lead. The Chargers next
travel to Minnesota for a pair
of contests with CHA's No. 2

team, Bemidji State, on
March 3 and 4. Game times
are at 7:35 p.m. and 7:05 p.m.
and will be the last of the

2005-2006 regular season. Be
sure to check online at
www.UAHChargers.com for
scoring updates!

2 in the first round of the tour
ney at the Banc-Corp South
Center inTupelo, MS at 12:30
p.m
The question remains,
though, is UAH primed for
the big stage? After a rollercoaster season full of many
ups and downs, the Lady

Chargers closed their regular
season with a five game win
ning streak for their first win
ning season since 2002-03.
Last season, the Lady
Chargers barely squeaked by
to qualify for the GSC post
season tourney on a tiebreaking technical decision

before falling to ArkansasMonticello in the first round.
However, as the girls
proved in their last five
games, UAH has certainly
surpassed its fringe-contender status from last year.
With a healthy Julie
Richardson at the point and

three-point specialist, Jessica
Russell, at the wing, one
should expect the Lady
Chargers'
formidable
backcourt to up the ante on
offense. With Barr, Luna,
Banes and, reserve, Michelle
Snow, circling the frontcourt,
the girls' frontcourt should

provide stellar defense in the
paint. Also, expect Coach,
Jeff Keller, to keep the Lady
Chargers on fresh legs, con
stantly substituting the start
ers with UAH's deep bench.
Good luck Lady Chargers!

Fresh-

MEN from page 10
tually put the game away with
an easy Iayup. However, Holt
came out of nowhere and
swatted Ivey's shot away
with 23 seconds left.
On UNA's next posses-

HOCKEYfrom page 11
Schreiber were awarded the
top "Three Stars" of the night
with four goals and eight as
sists between the three of
them. As the game ended, the

WOMEN from page 11

i

j

collecting the GSC East
Player of the Week award.
The Lady Chargers' win,
coupled with Valdosta State's
loss at West Florida, ensured
the girls the No. 3 spot in the
East for the GSC-post season
tourney. UAH will square off
against Delta State on March

Editor s Note: The Exponent reserves the right toedit all submissions for content. Due to space requirements, please limit content to approximately 75 words.
All submissions must be given directly to Joseph Terrell, Editor at The Exponent office, 104 University Center or email to Joseph Terrell at

UAH SEDS (Students for the Exploration and Development of Space): If you are interested in joining UAH SEDS, email shimi7s@pmnii.uah.ed11.
The Society for Technical Communication presents on Saturday, March 4, Introduction to Adobe InDesign CS2 (layout software, replacing PageMaker) Interactive
Workshop. Presented By: Melissa Higdon, NASA Graphics Lead. Location: UAH Salmon Library, Room 211 on the UAH Campus. Time: 9:00 A.M. - Noon Cost" $30 students, $40 - STC Chapter members, $45 -STC non-Chapter members; $50 - non-members
Workshop space is limited to ten people. For more information, contact Jeff Cox atjcox@carlson.com or vraven@mindspring.com, 885-1515 (Day) or 256-200-0957 (Evenings)
UAH Math Club Presents: Competitive Games on Graphs, with Pete Slater of the Mathematical Sciences Department and Computer Science Department on March 3 in
Madison Hall room 201 at 12:30 P.M. Several graph theoretic properties and parameters, along with some applications, will be described in the context of some recently
introduced competitive games on graphs. Pizza and beverages provided for $2 door fee.
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Editorial
The deadline for Dear Suzy letters is Sunday at midnight. Letters should be sent to
dearsuzywrites@aim.com. Anonymity will be preserved in Dear Suzy letters. Suzy is a UAH
student and is not a licensed psychologist or therapist Her advice is based on her own
experience and should never be taken as the advice of a physician or therapist Her opinions
do not necessarily reflect the opinions of The Exponent, staff members, or the University of
Alabama in Huntsville.

Dear Suzy,
My suitemate is driving
me crazy! She hogs our bath
room and the counter space,
uses my stuff, and leaves
everything an absolute mess!
What can I do without hurt
ing her feelings?
Scriinciless
Dear Scriinciless,
I certainly understand
your frustration. Personally,
I would try talking to her
about the problem lest I ex
plode one day and start pelt
ing her with ponytail holders
off my toothbrush turned
slingshot.
If that's really too awk
ward, you could talk to the
R.A. or one of the Housing
advisors about switching to
a different room, though it
might be late in the semester
for that, and I don't know
what their policies are. Plus,
even if you could get another
room you would still have to
make up a pretty darn good
excuse as to why you were
moving.
My brother had a similar
problem with his roommate
(at another school) who
would leave his whitey
tighties out as bathroom
decor. One day he got so mad
that he swiped all of roomie's
clean drawers, soaked them
in water, and put them in the
freezer. The next day roomie
was getting ready to shower
and had quite a surprise. It
didn't really help the situa
tion, but it sure was funny. In
the end my brother realized
that their gym facility had
much nicer bathrooms any
way so he edited the number
of products and such he uses
and works out in the morn
ings/evenings and then
showers, brushes teeth, etc.
there. Because he doesn't
really use the bathroom in his
room anymore the mess
doesn't stress him out and
with all the extra workout ses
sions the girls are really pay
ing attention to him.
Dear Suzy,
I've been dating this guy
lor a really long time and I'm
pretty sure we're going to get
married in the next couple of

years. I love him to death but
he would wear his favorite
sweatpants and oversized jer
sey to meet the President!
I've tried everything-talking
to him about it, taking him
shopping, shopping for him
alone, and even dressing like
a bum myself but nothing
helps. How can I make my
man see that the YMCA look
isn't good ALL of the time?
Bumming
Dear Bumming,
Yours is not an uncom
mon problem. Is there no
happy medium? It seems that
guys are either "metro" or
"bum". As I was reading this
my first thought was "Yep,
yep, and these dudes are the
same ones who join 'Girls
Who Wear Short Skirts on
Wednesdays and their
Fans.'" But, that doesn't
seem to be the case for your
man. He's obviously in it for
the comfort-like the Fruit of
the Loom commercial guys.
And we can certainly appre
ciate that, but studies show
that people actually feel bet
ter about themselves when
they dress the part. And un
less he drives to Georgia for
weekly lotto tickets or plans
to work as an environmental
lawyer or freelance artist, his
style is going to have to grow
up eventually.
Have you ever seen that
show "What Not to Wear" on
TLC? They take fashion faux
pas nominated by friends
and family and show them the
error of their ways. Each gets
new rules to shop by, a
makeover, and $5000 to
spend on approved clothes.
Comfy boys are there spe
cialty and their work is awe
some, so send in a video.
If that doesn't work I
would try to relate to him. Tell
him while his chinos may a
little more restrictive and less
comfortable than his sweats,
that if he would just wear
them for awhile he would get
used to them. Then, and this
is the good part, if he's still
reluctant tell him the story of
how uncomfortable your first
bra was. Next thing you
know he'll be digging in closet
for those dress shoes.

Dear Suzy,
Your response to those of
us that complained about
your advice to Loveless was
a much improved and well
thought out response, which
is the type that I have come
to expect from you. I just had
a couple of things I wanted
to comment on, not really
criticism, just a bit of "I don't
follow your logic" type of
things.
First, girls like guys that
look like Elijah Woods? Re
ally? If that were true then I
think there would have been
less engineers complaining
about your article. I mean
come on most of us look like
Hobbits anyway don't we? ;-

)

'

The second thing I didn't
understand was what you
said about the girl wanting a
drink, but not wanting to ask.
It seems to me that if the guy
asks her if she wants a drink
then that is being gentle
manly. I understand that pref
erably he would get her the
drink without needing to ask,
but not all of us are the Amaz
ing Kreskin. If she says no
when she means yes then it
should be her own fault that
she does not get a drink.
And last, but by far not
least. How can you expect us
to take your advice when you
won't follow it yourself? Case
in point, "So, in short, get out
of your comfort zone, make
some friends, and who knows
where it will take you!" It
seems to me that a certain
someone could have done
this very thing when a reader
asked her out on a date a few
issues ago. (No it wasn't me,
but I do remember reading it.)
HA, gotcha. Busted indeed.
Just try and talk you way out
of this one. Hehe ;-)
I hope you do not take
offense to anything I have
written as it was all done with
a light heart and a smile. I just
felt that you needed a follow
up ribbing and I can assure
you that this will be the last
time I bother you.;-)
QJL

that he was wrong. Not all of
the guys to write you claimed
to be good guys. In fact, if he
will look over my letter again
he will see that I specifically
state that I'm not claiming to
be one of the nice guys. I
think old Joe needs to go
back and take reading com
prehension class, don't you
think?;-)
DearQ,
I'm afraid I don't
have to tell Joe because you
sent this email to him you silly
goose. Okay now to address
your questions...Firstly,
Elijah Woods? Yes. He is
quite handsome. Also Daniel
Radcliffe, (Harry Potter), and
before anyone writes in say
ing I'm disturbed all the boys
that like Emma Watson
(Hermione Granger) can just
shut up-she's only 15. Lucky
me, I know a boy who looks
like a mix of the two-Daniel
and Elijah that is-ahem, Kurt
Stefanie. Secondly, what is
the Amazing Kreskin? I think
I saw that once on "King of
Queens", it's like an elec
tronic gypsy head that "pre
dicts" the future, right? The
answer to this one is easy;
just always get the girl the
drink. If she really is telling
the truth and doesn't want it
then lucky you, you get two
drinks. Don't count on this
happening though. Thirdly, I
commend you for thinking
you "got me" but alas, this is
not the case. Suzy is like
Mickey Mouse. Lots of
people have played the part.
I (after waiting an extensively
long, long, long time) just
won the role about a month
ago and for whoever is keep
ing count I believe I am Suzy
number four. I'm really ex
cited about it though as it
gives me a chance to rival my
wit against the dynamic Ace
In Your Face Duo of Cade and
John. Those old school
Nintendo references kill meup up down down left right
left right A B start! Everyone
send in your letters!

RS. You can tell your "Edi
tor-in-Chief', Joseph Terrell,

The Editor is BOREDH!
Send your Letters to the Editor to editor@exponent.uah.edu. Make
sure to include your name.
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Yes, This is Still The

Exponent
By Joseph Terrell
Editor-in-Chief

The front page looks a bit different this week
doesn't it? Tammy (Exponent Layout Editor) and I
decided we were ready to take a rather 'bold' step
toward a better layout, meaning that the tacky little
index feature that you are accustomed to seeing on
the left side of the front page just had to go. Not
only did it look tacky, but it took up way too much
space, especially for a tabloid size newspaper like
ours. The inspiration for doing this hit us when we
were looking at an Exponent issue from 2001. While
there were many things about the issues from this
period that we did not care for, we agreed that the
front page design was much more appealing than
our current one.
Unfortunately, we didn't have a nice graphic to
place with this week's lead story, lending to a
'wordier' front page, but this is a work in progress.
We have some other ideas we are floating around
and will most likely implement next week, not to men
tion any additional ideas that I might pick up at the
newspaper convention. We'11 just have to see about
that.
Next Friday the Publication Board will hold a
meeting to interview the three candidates for Editorin-Chief of The Exponent. The three candidates
vying for my position are current News Editor Sarah
Perrin, Entertainment Editor Clay Johnson, and Staff
Writer/Communication Arts student Tanisha Roe.
Each of these individuals represent a good choice
for the position, but it will be up to the Publication
Board members to choose the individual they be
lieve will do the best job. We will of course announce
the new Exponent Editor-in-Chief once the decision
is rendered. Best of luck to the three candidates!
Be on the lookout for an update article on the
UAH SGA Constitutional Convention in one of the
next few issues. We will be aiming to report on the
current accomplishments, standing objectives, and
of course, controversy, that has taken place during
each Tuesday and Thursday convening of the con
vention thus far. Needless to say, it should make for
an interesting article.
Based on the speeches given during Monday
night's SGA meeting, it seems that we have one can
didate for SGA President and one candidate for VicePresident. Mital Modi and Samuel Parks are both
running unopposed for the positions of SGA Presi
dent and Vice-President, respectively, so I guess that
compels me to congratulate both of them on their
impending victories. Both candidates have played
active roles in the SGA, Modi in the House of Repre
sentatives and Parks in the Senate, making each of
them more than deserving of holding positions of
such importance within the SGA. Congratulations!
Please send any suggestions for topics/events
you would like to see covered in The Exponent to
News
Editor
Sarah
Perrin
at
news @ exponent.uah.edu. We are always looking for
interesting topics to pursue, and I'm sure you guys
have plenty of ideas.
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FACEBOOKfrom page 1—
rity number, or schedule of
activities.
•Consider the impact of
what you post Beaware of the
image your profile and infor
mation projects about you to
future employers, family,
school administrators and
your university. Being a
member of a group called, "I
Steal from Annenberg," may
not bode well with future
employers or interviewers.
•Change privacy settings
to keep your identity safe:
oWho can see your pro
file
oWho can see your pro
file in searches
oWho can see your con
tact information and details.
oGo
to
http://
uah.facebook.com/
privacv.php. You can click on
Advanced Settings to add
even more privacy.
oLook at FaceBook.com
terms to understand what
you're getting into when you
log on (http://facebook.com/
terms.phpi.
When you do not restrict
and edit information, wrong
and unintended individuals
can gain access to your pri
vate information exposing
you to identity theft, ob
scene phone calls and
voicemails, threatening
emails, and mysterious online
messages; these are all forms
of cyberstalking.
At FACE Value
You may believe that any
thing you say on FaceBook

is allowable because of free
speech protections of the
First and Fourteenth Amend
ments to the U.S. Constitu
tion, but not all speech is
free, protected, and absolute.
Gary Pavela,editor of Synthe
sis: Law and Policy in Higher
Education, provides a sum
marization of lawful limits on
freedom of expression. Free
dom of Expression, Part I,
Volume 16, Number 1, Sum
mer, 2004, pp. 1125-1127.
Exceptions to protected
speech include:
•Obscene Speech speech which is "patently
offensive," appeals to "pru
rient interests" (marked by
arousing, or appealing to un
usual sexual desire), and,
taken as a whole, lack "seri
ous literary, artistic, political,
or scientific value."
•Fighting Words- words,
which by their very utterance
inflict injury or tend to incite
an immediate breach of the
peace.
•Commercial Speech speech that "proposes a
commercial transaction" that
is unlawful and misleading.
•Defamation - false state
ments about a private person
that harms their reputation.
•Copyright Infringement
- unauthorized use of a copy
righted product.
•Disruption of the Aca
demic Environment-expres
sion or "associational activi
ties need not be tolerated
where they infringe reason

able campus rules, interrupt
classes, or substantially in
terfere with the opportunity
of other students to obtain
an education.
•Invasion of Privacy - unwanted and unwelcome
views (verbal and nonverbal)
that are a substantial intru
sion into privacy interests
and that are done in an es
sentially intolerable manner.
-Sexual and Racial Ha
rassment - "ethnic, racial or
sexual epithets which engen
der offensive feelings and are
sufficiently severe or perva
sive to alter conditions for an
individual or create an abu
sive working environment."
True Threats - commu
nication that is a serious ex
pression of intent to inflict
harm. The context in which
the statements are made, the
reactions of listeners and
others, as well as the nature
of the comments are taken
into consideration.
•Advocacy Directed to In
citing or Producing Immi
nent Lawless Action - "ex
pression directed to inciting
or producing imminent law
less action" and be "likely to
incite or produce such ac
tion."
UAH administrators do
not police or monitor the
FaceBook website. However,
when violations of the Stu
dent Code of Conduct are
formally reported and initi
ated, an administrative re
sponse, investigation and

action is required. Sara
Sweitzer of the Boston Globe,
recently stated in her cover
age of FaceBook, "As the
FaceBook has become a phe
nomenon at schools across
the country - a virtual bible
for campus socializing and
networking - the unintended
consequences of overly
comprehensive, brutally
frank, or mischievous entries
are surfacing." Additionally,
in a recent Paperclip Commu
nications audio conference,
November 17, 2005, Laurel
Christy, a Community Devel
opment Educator of New
York University stated,
"speech that is malicious,
dangerous, hateful, harass
ing and abusive is not pro
tected in the virtual world and
it is not protected in the non
virtual world either."
Therefore, exercise ex
treme caution in these areas
to avoid litigious conse
quences.
FACEing the Music
Be advised, you can be
held accountable for behav
ior or speech you place on
an off-campus message
board if that behavior or con
duct violates institutional
and/or residential policies
and if a student, staff or fac
ulty member files a formal ju
dicial complaint as a result of
what is posted on your pro
file concerning them.
FACEing Up To Future
Consequences
FaceBook is a great

website for keeping up with
friends, advertising campus
events and getting the word
out, but some postings go
beyond the pale for civility
and decorum. Discussions
about, " peeing in the
shower"? Believe it or not,
there are many grandmas
who are quite computer
savvy and log on to
FaceBook. Imagine aconver
sation between your Mom
and Grandmother: "Helen,
does John really urinate in the
shower? Now really Helen,
talk to the boy!" It is not likely
they would be interested in
the ph balance of urine for
cleaning the shower.
Sarah Schweitzer, reporter
for the Boston Globe, states
in a recent article, "When stu
dents open up...a little too
much: colleges cite risks of
frank online talk,"September
26, 2005, the plight of a
Brandeis University junior
who posted the following on
her personal profile, "I enjoy
the festive greens." The ref
erence to marijuana on her
profile was read by someone
in her home community who
shared it with her parents in
Georgia. Eventually, word
reached her grandmother.
""My bubbe," the junior
said, using the Yiddish word
for grandmother, "told me her
seniors home was abuzz with
the news, and I was like: 'I
hate the FaceBook.'"
Be advised that employ
ers conduct web searches for

candidates for future employ
ment. So be very careful
about the content of what
you post. Words often last
well beyond the time, place
and person who spoke them;
they often live on in
cyberspace and can come
back to haunt you years later.
A case in point was the re
cent confirmation hearing for
Supreme Court Justice Alito.
He was questioned about
things he said and did years
before in college! Well,
maybe you won't be ques
tioned as a Supreme Court
Justice, but you may need a
security clearance for a job
or maybe one day run for
public office. You may come
"face-to-face" with those
words and that profile some
time again in the future.
Therefore...choose your
words and profile wisely.
Saving FACE
So, give your FaceBook
profile a FACElift. It will do
wonders for your "rep." and
the new look could take days
and years off of current and
future consequences if you
do. Put a new FACE on it!
The Office of Student Af
fairs will soon schedule a pre
sentation that will cover the
specific points of this article
m depth. We'd be glad to
have you attend. Details of
the presentation will be com
ing soon.

the mail."That's the only rea
son I even knew about it,"
she said. "I know they will
answer questions about
graduation, commencement

ceremony and where you can
get grad gear."
Morgan Grimes, another
English major, also received
notification from the Univer

sity and saw signs around
campus. "I want to go to pick
up my cap and gown and to
get information about the
commencement ceremony,"

mentioned Grimes.
Grad Finale is a great
chance for students to get all
of their graduation needs as
sessed and managed at one

time. If you missed it you can
stop by Charger Central in
University Center 118 or call
(256)824-7777.

the classroom."
Another highlight of the
workshop included Gentry's
presentation on getting orga
nized in the classroom. "With
real estate, we say location,
location, location. With edu
cation, it's preparation,
preparation, preparation.
When you are prepared, your

classroom runs ever so
smoothly." She provided
many tools for students to
help their classrooms do just
that, including using
sponges, or filler activities for
students to do if they have
completed in-class activities
ahead of the rest of the class.
This helps children stay on-

task during all the phases of
learning within their school
day.
Gentry's goal in conduct
ing the "I Can Do It" work
shop is to give UAH students
an idea of what toexpect once
they have entered the world
of teaching. She believes that
giving future educators re

sources that work and devel
oping the idea of having pre
planned strategies will help
eliminate the burnout that
often causes them to leave
the profession.
One of the SAEA's presi
dents, senior, Amy Carlson,
believes wholeheartedly in
the utility of the "I Can Do

It" Workshop. "Any advice
or knowledge can do noth
ing but prepare us for the first
couple of years of teaching.
Students have changed over
the years, so classroom man
agement becomes essential
as the role of an educator."

ers' burdens, to the brink of
following in his father's foot
steps. This critical moment
brings Amanda and Tom to
gether to find a mutually "sat
isfying" solution. They want
to bring Laura away from
tending to her collection of
glass animals, hence the title,
and find her a husband and
provider.

Taking the form of a
pseudo-autobiography, The
Glass Menagerie draws
many parallels to, and is of
ten said to reflect Tennessee
William's personal family
drama in which many other
tears were shed. The name
Thomas (Tennessee's birth
name) means 'twin', suggest
ing that Tom, in fact, speaks

for Williams, expressing what
he himself could not. This
perspective from Williams'
soul reveals startling ele
ments of the human condi
tion including jealousy, rage,
desperation, and sacrifice.
Though these characteristics
are found in many of Will
iams' works, The Glass Me
nagerie stands as one of the

most expressive. This lies in
the notion that Williams was
not trying to write drama, but
life. Nor did he want to em
phasize the freedom of a soli
tary lifestyle, but the ties that
bind.
For more information on
this or upcoming events Sis
ter Mary Ignatius Explains
It All For You and The Ac

tors Nightmare, or the Ten
Minute Play Festival please
visit the UAH Theater
website
at
http://
theatre.uah.edu/club.htm or
call (256)824-2336.

GRAD from page1
Many seniors attended
Grad Finale. Jessica Piskorz,
and English major, found out
about the event through an
advertisement she received in

SAEAfrom page 3
dents with physical rewards
for good behavior. Gentry
suggested talking to organi
zations such as movie the
aters, which may provide
schools with free movie
passes. She also stresses
knowing what goes on with
students at home "because
that affects what goes on in

MENAGERIE from page 3—
the husband and father, Tom
has been charged with the
task of supporting his family.
This responsibility occupies
most of his life, allowing him
only momentary serenity in
the form of cinema. His
mother's domineering behav
ior and his sister's unstable
mental condition drive Tom,
no longer able to bear oth

The Exponent
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MUSICfrom page 3
wishes he or she had done
so. Some of them have gone
to great lengths to go back
to college and work on music
degrees later in life.
The American Music
Council, a non-profit music
education advocacy associa
tion, offers a document on
their website titled "Essential
Advocacy Resources for
Music." The document can
be found at http://www.amcmusic.org/pdf/Essential-Advocacy-Resource.pdf. I will
close this article with ten
quotes from that document,
along with their original
sources:
! A 2000 Georgia Tech
study indicates that a stu
dent who participates in at
least one college elective
music course is 4.5 times more
likely to stay in college than
the general student popula
tion.
- Dr. Denise C. Gardner,
Effects of Music Courses on
Retention, Georgia Tech,
2000.

! The part of the brain re
sponsible for planning, fore
sight, and coordination is
substantially larger for instru
mental musicians than for the
general public.
- "Music On the Mind,"

Newsweek, July 24,2000.
! A research team explor
ing the link between music
and. intelligence reports that
music training - specifically
piano instruction - is far su
perior to computer instruc
tion in dramatically enhanc
ing children's abstract rea
soning skills necessary for
learning math and science.
- Dr. Frances Rauscher
and Dr. Gordon Shaw, Neu
rological Research, Univer
sity of California at Irvine,
February, 1997.
! Physician and biologist
Lewis Thomas studied the
undergraduate majors of me
dial school applicants. He
found that sixty- six percent
(66%) of music majors who
applied to medical school
were admitted, the highest
percentage of any group.
Forty-four percent (44%) of
biochemistry majors were
admitted.
- "The Case for Music in
the Schools," Phi Delta
Kappan, 1994
! College students major
ing in music achieve scores
higher than students of all
other majors on college read
ing exams.
- Carl Hartman, "Arts
May Improve Students'

Grades," The Associated
Press, October, 1999.
! Music students demon
strate less test anxiety and
performance anxiety than stu
dents who do not study mu
sic.
- "College-Age Musi
cians Emotionally Healthier
than Non-Musician Counter
parts," Houston Chronicle,
1998.
! On the 1999 SAT, music
students continued to out
perform their non-arts peers,
scoring 61 points higher on
the verbal portion and 42
points higher on the math
portion of the exam.
- Steven M. Demorest
and^Steven J. Morrison,
"Does Music Make You
Smarter?," Music Educators
Journal, September, 2000.
! Researchers at the Uni
versity of Muenster in Ger
many have discovered that
music lessons in childhood
actually enlarge parts of the
brain. An area used to ana
lyze the pitch of a musical
note is enlarged 25% in mu
sicians compared to people
who have never played an
instrument. The earlier the
musicians were when they
started musical training, the
bigger this area of the brain

appears to be.
- Pantev et al., Nature,
April 23,1998.
! Research shows when a
child listens to classical mu
sic the right hemisphere of
the brain is activated, but
when a child studies a musi
cal instrument both left and
right hemispheres of the brain
"light up." Significantly, the
areas that become activated
are the same areas that are
involved in analytical and
mathematical thinking.
- Dee Dickinson, "Music
and the Mind," New Hori
zons for Learning, 1993.
! The Pittsburgh, Penn
sylvania School District ana
lyzed its 1997 dropout rate in
terms of students' musical
experience. Students with no
ensemble performance expe
rience had a dropout rate of
7.4 percent. Students with
one to two years of ensemble
experience had a dropout rate
of 1 percent, and those with
three or more years of perfor
mance experience had a drop
out rate of 0.0 percent.
- Eleanor Chute, "Music
and Art Lessons Do More
Than Complement Three
R's," Pittsburgh Post-Ga
zette, April 13,1998.
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The Exponent
(256) 824-6090
104 University Center
Huntsville, Alabama 35899
The Exponent is a student paper that is run by students for students. The
paper, published weekly, is under the advisement of Dr. Mitch Berbrier. All
UAH students are encouraged to submit articles to the Exponent at any
time throughout the semester. Students interested in becoming a regular
writer for the Exponent can contact the Chief Editor, Joseph Terrell, via the
contact information listed above. The UAH Exponent office is located in the
University Center in Room 104, directly across from the SGA office. Feel
free to drop by and let us know what you think of the paper!

The Exponent Staff

Five or more
sunburns
double your risk
of developing
skin cancer.

Editor-in-Chief, Joseph Terrell
pditnr@exponent.uah.edu
Managing/Opinion Editor, Madison Young
managing® exponent.uah.edu

Sports Editor, Heather Evans
sports@ exponent.uah.edu

News Editor, Sarah Perrin
news @exponent.uah.edu

Entertainment Editor, Clay Johnson
entertain@exponentuah.edu

Layout Editor, Tammy Smith
lavout@exponent.uah.edu

Online Editor, Patrick Collins
online@exponent.uah.edu

Business Manager, Louise Nuar
business@exponent.uah.edu

Distribution Managers,
Clay Johnson and Louise Nuar
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JOBS

FOR SALE

Need math tutor for 10th
grader, pleasecall Alka @7599293.

Weight Bench (multi-posi
tion) w/attachments (leg lifts,
preacher curl, and butterfly)
150 lbs. of weights, curling
bar, straight bar. First $75.00
takes it
Call days only:
489-0306, leave message.

Reliable, honest, energetic
person needed for general
housework. Salary $9.00 per
hour. Please call Alka@7599293.

I

V

&

Start @ $70 for 5 Hour
Events!
Promote brands by distribut
ing samples/brochures and/
or demonstrating products to
consumers. Premier in-store
Promotions Company and
authorized agency of Mass
Connections, Inc., has great
opportunities in various AZ
cities. Positions available
are part-time, mostly week
ends, and typically 5 hours.
For more information and to
apply online, visit http://
www.eventsandpromotions.com.
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CD's: 1-4$ each, Missy Elliot,
Enya, The mars Volta, Avril
Lavingne, Dru Hill, Mariah
Carey, Case, Radiohead, Bra
zil, alternative mix cds and
more Call683 3558
Microwave:15$. White,
Clean, has a spinner, owned
for one year. Call 683 3558
Women's clothes and shoes:
sizes 0-1, S,XS. Shoes sizes 5
1/2,6 for sale, all brand name
and excellent condition,
shirts $3-4 each, pants $5,
skirts $5, shoes $1-4. Call 683
3558

I need a nanny for my 9 yr
old daughter. I would need
someone for after school care
3:00-6:00 p.m. 3-4 days a
week, also it would include
some evenings and/or week
ends. Also, it would include
early mornings 5:30-8:00 a.m.
three days a week. I do have
a guest room that is available
if desired. Must have reliable
transportation. Job can be
full time during summer
break. I am flexible. For more
information call 541-1173 and
ask for Steve.

Responsible and school ori
ented roommate needed un
til June 2006 or longer.
Beautiful, spacious two bed
room/two bathroom apart
ment with personal security
system. Apartment is close
to campus, and in a very safe
community. Rent is
$383.50 + water and utilities,
and October's rent is paid.
Apartment community also
has a pool and workout facil
ity. If interested please call
256-653-8857, or stop by and
Earn extra money:
see Elaine at the Vintage for a
Be a Mother's Helper
showing. Applicants will be
I am looking for a responsible, interviewed, and must meet
dependable person to help the Vintage's lease criteria.
care for my 8 year old son. I
need someone for after Apartment for Rent
school care on Tuesdays and 2 bedroom, 1 bath, living,
Thursdays (3-6). It will also kitchen, 900 sq. ft. w/d range,
include some evenings dur refrigerator, disposal, carpet,
ing the week and/or week huge backyard, quiet neigh
ends for a total of 10 - 15 borhood, 10 minutes driving
hours/week. Must be a non- from UAH and A&M. $475/
smoker, have own transpor month with 1 year lease pref
tation, and like/love dogs. erably required. Call Bianca
Call Kim at 859-8503 (home) at 514-4913 for more informa
tion.
or 527-9984 (cell).
Roommate needed to share
Looking for experienced web house. All utilities included,
designer to develop and phone, washer & dryer. $425
mantain student group's per month. Great neighbor
website. Compensation ne hood. Close to UAH. Call
gotiable. For more informa 751-3342
or
email
tion please call Mark at 256- Lori4cpa2 @ aol.com
468-9916 or Dan at 256-759House for rent. Two streets
0461.
from UAH. 3 bdrm, 1 bath, 1
car garage, $690/mo. $750
deposit. No pets. Credit
score 690 or better required.
830-9406
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Crossword 101
Alley Cats

Classified Ads
Classified ads in The Exponent are free for
all UAH Students, faculty, staff and alumni.
Contact The Exponent, attention Joseph
Terrell, Editor-in-Chief of The Exponent, at
824-6090 or email your classified ad to
editor@exponent.uah.edu for more informa
tion. You can also contact The Exponent of
fice by fax at 824-6096. Deadline for all
classifieds to be turned in is no later than 2
p.m. on the Friday before the next paper is
scheduled to be published.
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Across

3

4

1 Heroin:Slang
5 Loft dweller
9 Pale
4 A remarkable idea
5 Mine find
6 Task
7 Texas crock
8 Oscar & Tony's cousin
9 Sesame's Dracula
20 Be lavish
23 Pistol
24 Parisian thought
25 53 Down offering
26 Actress Russo
28 Stir-fry need
31 Extend the life of a tire
34 Plumber's mystery?
35 Elegant
36 Go half and half
39 Garment
40 Ms. Lane of The
Daily Planet
41 Lunch treats
42
Wee Reese
43 Lean to one side
44 A Guy Named
45 Like a broadway light
47 John Kerry, e.g.
51 Union ultimatum
54 Large body of water
55 Perfect scores
56 Feed the kitty
57 Fake
58 In addition
59 Scan
60 Dislodged
61 Property right
62 Charts

Down
1 Walk through wet snow
2 Mea
3 Comedian Sherman
4 Highway safety device
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9

7

6

8

15

14

28

29

30

48

49

50

16
19

24

23

32
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31

13

22

21

20

12
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1

18

17

10
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34

33

38

37

36
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39
42
45

57
60
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46

52

51
54

41

40
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55
58
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59

62

46 Delete
5 Follows Fifth
47 Feel
6 Failure
7 Prison term
48 Ringworm
49 Beer offering
8 Gemstone
50 Woodwind instruments
9 Give in
10 Glistened
51 Blemish
52 Legal inclusive
11 Married woman
53 NYC food locale
12 Gray sea eagle
13 Bottom line
54 Before Broadway or
21 Anwar Sadat's locale
balance
22 Little finger
26 To be made useful again
27 Corrodes
29 Fully aware of
Quotable Quote
30 Car need
31 Wedding invitation request
I know not with what
32 Olympic sport item
weapons World War III
33 Customers
will he fought, hut World
34 Leo, for one
War IV will be fought
35 Danger warning
with sticks and stones.
37 Cut of steak
38 Discovered
43 Made up a phrase
44 Time of year

Albert Einstein

By GFR Associates • • • Visit our web site at www.gfrpuzzles.com
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Classifieds

I'm glad The Exponent is
Sponsoring tins trip to U>S
Angelas for the National •

C nvon. weve been over this.
You have a higher chanceof
Being strucK by lightning than
of being ma Diane crash,
'hri . Local Man
[StruCK By Lightning.
Twice.

M«m»

How nice, ewe of those bosasmg ball candies.
. see. this is fun. It s]
Is that for your wife, sir?
ffiveme that bati Jj
net so bad., is it?
have to mahe sure j
it s not fined with| res, this is the most fun
Shell tove it/Sbes a tucrr lady. iiir-eyour anthrax!
I've ever had uihise
glasses, and that is a nice bandana*

3v Clay Johnson
Who do yoy have here .
Buddy Hoiiy,. Lvnyrd
fwiyrd... Aaiiyah... are you
aware that an of these
artists were involved in
wane crashes?

